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John R. Wilkerson
AN ANALYSIS OF STRATEGIES UTILIZED
NY HIGH SCHOOL DEPARTMENT HEADS

IN INITIATING OR IMPLEMENTING CHANGE
The purpose of this study was to analyze strategies utilized by
high school department heads in initiating or implementing change.
The study focused on department heads in English, social studies,
foreign language, science, and math in high schools in the Chicago
metropolitan area having an enrollment of more than 2,000 students, and
persons serving as department head in each of these five departments.
Department heads were interviewed extensively in nine high schools.
Variables studied were:
1.

Strategies utilized by department heads in attempting change.

2.

Involvement of significant others, especially the building
principal, in the change effort.

3.

Success or failure of the change effort as perceived by the
department head.

Thirty-eight department heads were interviewed.

Responset;r were

scripted and additional interviews or telephone calls were fde as
needed.

Results were presented in narrative form.

Findings:
1.

Most high school department heads perceive themselves as
lacking enough time to play an active role in the change
process.

2.

Department head perceptions of the expectations held for them
by building and central office administrators influence their

sense of political efficacy.
3.

Department heads concentrate most of their change efforts in
the area of curriculum.

4.

Department heads are more successful in implementing change
initiated above them in the hierarchy than in impleJll8nting
changes initiated themselves.

5.

Department heads work with and through the administrator they
perceive as most knowledgeable and interested in their change
efforts.

6.

Those department heads most successful in change efforts
understand the political nature of change.

7.

Most department heads do not consciously develop strategies
for change, but develop them intuitively.

Reconmendations:
1.

Principals and others who expect department heads to be
leaders and active in the change process must cOftlllUllicate
these expectations to the department heads.

2.

Department heads shoµld be given training in performing a
leadership role in change.

3.

Department heads should look to improvement of instruction as
one of their primary duties.

4.

Department heads need to become aware of schools as political
institutions.

CHAPTER I

Change occurs whether we like it or not.

We may agree or dis-

agree with its direction, its pace, or its substance. We may decide to
work toward facilitating the change or make an effort to hinder it.

we

may even be passive about the entire process.
Much change in high schools occurs over a period of time without
planning and with no sense of direction.

Schools could benefit much

better from change implemented via planned strategies.
Much has been written about change in general or change in
entire systems or schools.

The literature has focused on the role of

the building principal, justifiably so, for the person in that position
is certainly one key to any change effort within a high school.

As-

sistant principals and central office administrators have much influence on the change process and have also been studied. 1
The high school department head stands on middle ground between
the building principal and the classroom teachers.

This person has

both teaching and administrative responsibilities and is in a critical
position from which to either facilitate or hinder change efforts.
However, there have been few studies on the role of the department

1Gene E. Hall and Frances E. Guzman, Sources of Leadership for
Change in High Schools, A paper presented at the annual meeting of the
American Educational Research Association, New Orleans, LA., 1984.
1

2

head, and fewer even on the role of the high school department head in
the change process.

2

The purpose of this dissertation is to analyze the strategies
utilized by high school department heads in initiating or implementing
change.

Findings should aid in better understanding the process of

change at the high school level and why some efforts succeed and others
fail.

These findings should also aid in developing future strategies

that involve the department head at the high school level in an active
role in the change process.
'lhe study concentrates on the following variables:
1.

Strategies utilized by department heads in attempting
to change the curriculum or instructional program.

2.

Involvement of significant others, especially the
building principal, in the change effort.

3.

Differences in strategies depending upon whether the
change is initiated by the department head or someone
else.

4.

Relationship of demographic characteristics of the department head to the change strategies/efforts.

5.

Success or failure of the change effort as perceived by
the department head.

2shirley M. Hord and Sheila C. Murphy, The High School Department
Head: Powerful or Powerless in Guiding Change? A paper presented at
the annual meeting of the American Research Association, Chicago, IL.,
1985.

3

Definition of Terms
1.

DEPARTMENT

HF.AD:

That person at the high school level who

has both teaching duties in a specific subject field, e.g.,
math, and administrative duties within that department as
assigned by the building principal.

This person reports to

and is responsible to the building principal and coordinates
activities within the specific department.

This person may

teach one, more than one, or no classes, but is designated
as the department head by the building principal.
2.

STRATEGY:

" ••• a general set of policies underlying specific

action steps ('tactics') expected to be useful in achieving
the durable installation of a particular innovation." 3 l"Urther, it considers the innovation itself, the change process, characteristics of target individuals or groups and

the nature of the adopting system. 4 It can be considered a
"planned and systematic attack on a problem. 115
3.

CHAOOE:

" ••• a •king or becoming distinctly different,: an

alteration, a variation, a modification, a transformation,

3Matthew 8. Miles, ed., Innovation in Education (New York: Teachers College, Columbia University, 1964), 648-649.
4Ivor Morrish, As"icts of Educational Change (New York: John
Wiley and Sons, 1976), 15-118.
5Richard I. Miller, ed., Perspectives on Educational Change (New
York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1967), 360.

4

or a conversion. 116 It is a movement away from the status
quo. 7
Theoretical Framework
Jacob w. Getzels, James M. Lipham, and R. F. Campbell argue that
each organization has cultural, structural, and personal elements.
'11lese are not static but dynamic values, expectations, and disposi-

tions.8 Each exerts pressure on the others and a change in any one
affects the others.

For every pressure for a change there is a coun-

terpressure against the change. A person's or institution's behavior
is influenced by these pressures for and against change. An organization tends toward equilibrium.

It reacts to modify the change by
bringing it into balance with the present or status quo. 9
Daniel E. Griffiths also states that organizations resist change
and
be

tend toward stability. When organizations change, the change will

either in small increments or it will be radical.
••• change is an alteration in the structure
in any of its processes, or in its goals or
different degrees of change; a variation in
room assignment might be considered a minor

He

argues that:

of the organization,
processes •••• There are
a teacher's lunchchange, and the recon-

6Webster's New World Dictionary, 2d College Edition, 1982.

7warren G. Bennis, Kenneth D. Benne, and Robert Chin, The Planning
of Change, 2d ed. (New York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1969), 315.
8Jacob w. Getzels, James M. Lipham, and R. F. Campbell, Educational Administration as a Social Process (New York: Harper and Row, 1968),

150-152.

9Ibid., 152-155.

5

stituting of a public school system 50 include a junior college
might be considered a major change. 1
Since systems tend to keep themselves in a steady state, change
is infrequent.

Major impetus for change comes from outside the system

rather than from within.

Organizations tend to have a self-regulating

iaechanism which causes them to revert toward the original state following a minor change.

Because of hierarchical structure change usually

occurs from the top down; it is almost impossible to change the organization from the bottom up.

The degree and the duration of change

is directly proportional to the level of pressure from outside the
system.

Change is more likely to occur if the successor to the chief

administrator comes from outside the system rather than from within.
'11le longer the tenure of the chief administrator the fewer the changes.
'1'he more hierarchical the structure of the organization the less likely

there will be the- possibility of significant change. And, the more the
subsystems (e.g., high school departments) are involved in dynamic
functional interplay, the less likely the change.

This is because a

change in one subsystem leads to change in others, and the others thus
resist the original change. 11
If Getzels et al., and Griffiths prove correct, high school departments will resist change.

The building principal or superintendent

should play an important role in creating change, and the department

10oaniel E. Griffiths, ".Administrative Theory and Change in organizations," in Matthew B. Miles, ed. Innovation in Education (N. Y.:
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1964), 429.
11 Ibid., 425-436.

6

head should utilize persons above him in the hierarchy, at least minimally, in any change effort.
Scope Of The Study
This study concentrates on strategies utilized by department
heads in attempting to change the curriculum or other aspects of the
instructional program within respective departments at the high school
level in the Chicago suburban area.

High school department heads are

in positions whereby they must implement change mandated from above
them in the hierarchy, may attempt to initiate or implement their

own

changes within departments, or may hinder or facilitate changes originating from classroom teachers.
This study focuses on department heads in high schools with more
than 2000 students because these schools are large enough to have

departmental divisions and heads.

These schools and departments tend

to offer quite similar curricula and instructional programs.
Departments studied are limited to those of English, social studies, math, science, and foreign language, because these are most

likely to have department heads, and they are under almost constant
pressure from the public to change.
Guiding Questions
1)

Have department heads developed and utilized strategies to
initiate or implement change?

2) Are most successful departmental change efforts those in
which the department head has the definite support of the
building principal?

7

3)

Do

department heads tend to view minor change efforts as

more successful than major change efforts? A minor change
effort could be considered changing the shades in a classroom; a major change could be adopting team teaching or a
different teaching style.

Do

department heads tend to

concentrate on changing "minor" things at the sake of
"major" things?
Procedure
In determining which high schools should be selected for the
study of the role of the department head in the change process, it was
decided to consider only schools with an enrollment of two thousand or

more students.

Schools of that size are large enough to have separate

divisions called departments.

These schools are complex institutions

that have rather large departments.

Schools with an enrollment of

under two thousand students might tend to operate without department
heads.

It was determined to study high schools in the Chicago suburban

area, for many of the large high schools in the state are there.

The Illinois High School Association listed a total of eightyone high schools in the state, outside the city of Chicago, with an
enrollment of two thousand or more students at the beginning of the
1987-1988 school year.

There were thirteen high schools in Chicago

with an enrollment of two thousand or more students.
An

analysis of the high schools in suburban Cook and DuPage

counties found thirty-five high schools meeting the criterion of an
enrollment of two thousand or more students.

This represented ap-

proximately 43.2% of all high schools in the state outside Chicago,

8

with an enrollment of more than two thousand students.

If Chicago were

included in the state total the same thirty-five high schools repre-

Nllted approximately 37.2% of the large high schools in Illinois.
Further analysis of the data demonstrated that there were a
total of fifty-eight high schools in suburban Cook County and a total
of twenty-one high schools in DuPage County.

Limiting the study to

high schools with an enrollment of two thousand or more students created a sample of each of the counties as well as the state.
ban

In subur-

cook county twenty-six of the fifty-eight high schools had an

enrollment of two thousand or more.

In DuPage County nine high schools

bad an enrollment of two thousand or more.

Limiting the study to

schools with two thousand or more enrollment meant that approximately
45% of the suburban Cook county schools and approximately 43% of the
DuPage County schools qualified.
The second of the criteria utilized in limiting the study was
that each high school saq,led had to have department heads in each of
the five academic areas - math, science, foreign languages, English,

and social science.

These departments were selected because they are

connon in most high schools having department heads and these are areas
most likely to be under constant pressure to change.

The pressure to

change in recent years has come from the "back-to-the-basics" movement
as well as reform legislation on the state level.
A survey was developed to use as a device to validate enrollments and to determine whether the school utilized the departmental
organization.

Further, the survey asked each building principal for

permission to interview department heads in the building.

It also

9

a• ked the principal to check whether the department head was male or
female, had been in the position for three years or longer, and if the
department head was allowed to be a member of the teacher collective
bargaining organization for that school.

Data collected assisted in

µnclerstanding the strategies utilized by department heads in initiating

or implementing change within their departments.
surveys were mailed to the thirty-five principals.

Included was

a letter outlining the purpose of the study, a letter from the depart•nt head of Leadership and Policy Studies at Loyola university assuring principals that the study was part of the requirements for the
doctorate, and a stamped, self-addressed envelope in which to return
the survey.

Twenty-nine of the thirty-five surveys were returned.

A

second

request to the remaining six schools was mailed, with a return request

of ten days later.
of this request.

Four additional responses were received as a result
'Ibis brought the total response to the survey of

building principals to thirty-three out of the thirty-five that had
qualified by enrollment.

'111is represented a 94.3% response to the

survey.
Of the twenty-six surveys mailed to high schools in suburban
Cook County, twenty-four were returned, a percentage of approximately
92.3%.

Of the nine surveys mailed to DuPage high schools, all were

returned, a percentage of 100%.
Analysis of the results of the survey eliminated several schools
from the study.

Five high schools were eliminated because their en-

rollment had dropped to below two thousand students.

cne of these was

10
J.nDUPage county; four were in suburban Cook County.

Six additional

,chools were eliminated from the study because they did not have a
department head in each of the five subject areas.

One of these was

from DUPage County; five were from suburban Cook County.

Three schools

were eliminated because the principal did not grant complete permission
to interview the department heads. All three that denied permission
were in suburban Cook County.

One principal indicated that his depart-

ant heads were involved in long-range strategic planning and that he
did not wish to burden them with additional duties at the time.

One

principal would allow interviews with only two of his department heads.
AnOther principal neither refused nor granted permission, stating that
he could not speak for his department heads.

An

additional high school

in suburban Cook County was eliminated because there was not a foreign
language department head for that single school, but one person who
aerved as department head for all th,ree high schools in the district.
The remaining twenty-one high schools met all the requirements.
'l'hey had an enrollment of more than two thousand students, utilized the
department head in the five departments under consideration, and the
principal granted permission to interview each of the department heads.
Of these twenty-one high schools seven are in DuPage County and
fourteen are in suburban Cook County.

One of the DuPage County schools

was eliminated from the study to eliminate bias, for it was the high
school of the person conducting the study.

This reduced to twenty the

total number of schools qualifying.
It was further determined to conduct interviews at only one high
school in any one district.

Random sampling of schools within each

11

district reduced the number of schools where interviews would be conducted to a total of nine.

Five of the high schools were in suburban

eook county and four of the high schools were in DuPage County. Geographically the schools ranged from the south suburbs to the north suburbs, with a majority of the final nine schools being in the west
suburbs.
Letters were mailed to each of the department heads in each of
these nine high schools - introducing the researcher, indicating the
purpose of the study, acknowledging that the building principal had
approved the interview, and alerting them that a phone call would be
Jllllde to establish an interview time and date.

Interviews were scheduled by school.

In six of the nine high

schools all department heads were interviewed on the same day.

In

three high schools interviews with department heads had to be scheduled
on two separate days.
tiality and anonymity.

Each department head was guaranteed confidenThe researcher developed a list of coded names

for the high schools and department heads in advance of the interviews,
and utilized these codes in sorting, analyzing, and describing schools
and department heads.

The high schools and names of department heads were coded as
follows (these are not actual names):
HIGH SCHOOLS

NAMES OF DEPARTMENT HEAD

Washington

Anderson
Brown
Connor

12
Davis
Evans
Ford
Grant
Harris
Jefferson

Johnson
Lane

Mills
Niven
Olson
Madison

Peterson
Quincy
Reston
Smith

Thomas
Monroe

unger
Villard
Wilson
Yount

Van Buren

Allen
Baker
Crown
Dunn

Lynch
Jackson

Fischer

Gable
Henderson

Jones

Lewis
Tyler

Miner
North

Patterson
Polk

Robbins
Stevens
Taft
Underwood
Watson

Not all department heads in all nine schools were able to keep
their interview appointments.

Several decided to cancel and not re-

13

schedule interviews.

However, out of a possible forty-five interviews,

thirty-eight were actually conducted.
Each department head was interviewed in the department office.
Interviews were scripted as completely and thoroughly as possible.
Telephone calls were made later, if needed, to clarify any unclear
points or to obtain a more thorough answer to questions.
Each department head was asked to spend a short time in providing such basic information as the number of years as department head,

•x, number of teachers in the department, number of classes taught by
the department head, whether the department head evaluated teachers,

and whether he or she could join the teachers_' union or association.
The largest part of the interview consisted of obtaining infor-

•tion on the role of the department head in the change process.

Each

department head was asked five open-ended questions and encouraged to
expand upon

any answers.

Other questions were asked to clarify, to get

the department head to illustrate points, to delve deeper, or to bring
the department head back to the basic questions.

The following five questions, based on the variables of the
study, were asked of each department head interviewed:

1.

can you think of and explain several changes within
your department in which you have played a role in the
past few years?

2.

What strategies did you utilize in making these
changes?
effort?

How

did you plan and carry out your change

14
3. · What problems or resistance did you encounter? How did
you attempt to overcome these?
4. What was the role of the principal relative to the
changes attempted? What role did others play?
5.

What would you do differently the next time you plan to
change something within your department?

Interviews ranged in length from forty-five minutes to two
hours.

Scripts were typed verbatim that same day.

Phone calls were

made the following day to clarify the data as needed.

Analysis of the data occurred as they were collected and trends
and patterns noted for further study.

The data themselves and con-

clusions and recommendations for further study were then written in
narrative form.

Specific examples of changes and strategies were

interspersed throughout the narrative to give insight into conclusions
and recommendations.
Stm111ary

Change occurs in high schools and the department head can play
an instnunental role in that change.

It is important to understand

that role and the strategies utilized in order to better understand the
process of change.

This knowledge can be utilized in efforts at stra-

tegic planning in the future.

CHAPTER II

SURVEY OF THE

LITERATURE.

Most department heads are classroom teachers, with responsibilir·.

ties in the classroom as well as department-related duties.

The de-

~rtment head has five major functions in addition to that of teach-

i~.12

First, the person serves as a cOllllllUlication liaison.

This

function includes cOlllllWlication within and throughout the department.
'.l'tle department head serves as the link between teachers and school

administrators, meeting with both groups periodically.

He or she

carries information upward to both building principal and central
t,, \

<

office administration, and downward to the department level.

He or she

t~

coordinates course schedules and assists in placing students in appropriate classes.
The second major function of the department head is to serve as
department manager. Activities involved are conducting meetings, designing the department budget, selecting textbooks, maintaining material
and equipnent systems, assisting teachers in using equipnent, supervis-

ing aides, obtaining, monitoring, and helping substitute teachers,
assisting in teacher evaluation and conferences, helping in the hiring
and termination of teachers.

12
Shirley M. Hord and Sheila Murphey, The High School Department
::d: Powerful or Powerless in Guiding Change, A paper presented at
annual meeting of the American Educational Research Association,
Chicago, IL., 1985.
15
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The third major function is to assist teachers in improving instruction.

This function includes observing and assessing instruction,

conferring with teachers, assisting teachers, planning in-service, and
planning and encouraging teacher professional growth.
The fourth major function is to participate in program improve•nt and change.

This function requires that the department head

assess program quality, review and evaluate materials, keep informed of

innovations, stimulate teachers to improve, and lead in curricul\Dll
change.

The fifth major function is to foster cooperative relationships
within the department, the school, and the connunity.
Department heads do not uniformly perform these functions in
this order.

COllllUlication is performed more often than evaluation but

the latter is the most powerful function, for it places the department
head in a line rather than a staff position.

The department head has been called an advocator, iMovator,
investigator, administrator, pr011K>ter, reporter, teacher, and politician. This person is the essential link between the faculty and the
administration, having powers delegated by the principal.

one study

shows that 80% of administrative decisions are made at the level of the

department head.

Some department heads view themselves as line person-

This view is shared by principals but
teachers view department heads as teachers and staff personne1. 13

nel in an administrative role.

13
Gerald E. Marcial, "Department Supervisors - Are They Line or
Staff Administrators?" NASSP Bulletin 68, no. 472 (May, 1984), 87-90.
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The position of department head was created in part by increased
118118gerial and supervisory functions as high schools grew in size, and
the result of increased departmentalization accompanying this growth.

The department head's role is essentially as defined by the building
principal.

It was conmon as recently as 1976 for department heads to

have only one released period from teaching duties, and to have this
filled with administrative duties. 14 This lack of time to perform
instructional leadership activities appeared to be a problem that was
nationwide and persistent since the 1950's.

Paul High argued in 1965

that the department head could be an instructional leader if expected
15 In 1970,
by the principal to be so and is given time during the day.
in a study of North Central Association high schools, it was found that
91% of the schools had department heads, and that the number of heads
per school ranged from 8 to 12, depending upon the size of the school.

Approximately two out of three had job descriptions; only one out of
four had received any training for the role; two out of three received
released time; two out of three received additional pay; four out of
five were appointed; and seven out of eight reported to the principal
directly. Approximately 82% of the department heads had only one
released period, while 16% had two released periods.
than two released periods. 16

only 2% had more

14
Richard A. Gorton, School Administration: Challenge and w.rt\lllity for Leadership (Dubuque, IA., Wm. C. Brown Co., 1976), 93:~
15Paul B. High, "The Supervisory Role of the Department Head,"
'!be Clearing House 40, (December, 1965), 213-215.
16Robert L. Busser and William L. Hunm, "The Department Head
Revisited," Journal of Secondary Education 40, (October, 1970), 281-284.
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In a survey of department heads in South Carolina in 1983, it
was found that only one in four had a job description, and one in four
had qualifications beyond those required to teach.

Forty-two percent

received release time, and of those receiving released time, ninety-six
percent received one period. 17
In 1983 Harold TUrner reported that the department head could be
a leader but that this would require changing the role description and
giving this person more released time and more training. 18 Increasing
the involvement of the department head in the instructional program

is more likely to have greater impact on student achievement than
efforts that focus directly upon increasing classroom performance of
teachers. 19 Yet teachers do not have strong perceptions of the depart•nt chair as instructional leader. 20 In a study done in 1974, depart•nt chairs viewed themselves as teachers, were likely to belong to the
t4tacher's union, and were probably not selected on the basis of leadership ability. 21
17teonard D. Pellicer and Ken Stevenson, "'!he Department Chairperson: Under-used and Much Abused," '!be High School Journal 66, no. 3
(February-March, 1983), 196-199.
18earold E. TUrner, "'!he Department Head - An Untapped Source of
Instructional Leadership," NASSP Bulletin (September, 1983), 25-28.
19oavid P. Crandall, Jeffrey w. Eisemann, Karen Seashore Louis,
"Strategic Planning Issues that Bear Upon the Success of School Improvement Efforts," Educational Administration Quarterly 22, no. 3
(Summer, 1986), 21-53.
20 Karen s. Gallagher, Michael Riley, and Patrick Murphy, "Instructional Leadership in the Urban High School - Whose Responsibility is
It?" NASSP Bulletin 78, no.488 (March, 1986), 26-30.
21 Frederick M. RaubiQger, Merle R. Sumption, and Richard M. Kaan,
radership in the Secondary School (Columbus, OH.: Charles E. Merrill,
974), 276.
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Mother constraint in addition to lack of time is contractual.
Negotiated teacher contracts limit the power of department heads; and
often these heads are members of the bargaining unit themselves.

oepartment heads do not see their roles as carrying power or authority.
other constraints may be found in the principal's or district's formal
or informal policies.

Further, the lack of adequate monetary compensa-

tion may serve to depress the motivation to assume a more active role.
'1'he lack of proper training means that each department head role will
be idiosyncratically developed.

Finally, the political process of

Hlection and seniority as the criteria of selection, tend to hinder
the effectiveness of the role. 22
In sunmary, there have been studies during the past three decades that demonstrate that the department head could be a leader in the
high school and that the department head could be active in the change
process. At the same time these studies cite many constraints upon the
person in fulfilling these expectations.

Since these studies consist-

ently cite the lack of leadership there appears to be little difference
in the leadership role of the department head over the past twentyfive years.

General Models Of Change
'l'here are many models or theories on change in an educational
setting.

In 1964 Matthew B. Miles stated that the success of innova-

tions (changes) is influenced more by the characteristics of the local
22 shirley M. Hord and Sheila Murphey, The High School Department
Head: Powerful or Powerless in Guiding Change, A paper presented at
the annual meeting of the American Educational Research Association,
Chicago, IL., 1985.
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sY5tem, individuals, and groups than by the merit of the change itself.
eowever, there are important qualities of the change itself that help
or hinder its chance of success:
1.

cost

2.

technological factors such as convenience of use

3.

adaptability by the local system

4.

implementation supports such as guides to use

5.

innovation/system congruence. 23

rurther, the innovation needs the support of either an internal
or external group.

Most change ccaes from pressure outside the system.

ldninistrators are in a critical position and their support is essential.

'!be support of other high status individuals within the system

should also be recruitea. 24
Forces within the system can facilitate or hinder the imple•ntation of an innovation. A system tends toward equilibrium and resists
change. Internal pressures for change such as grCRfth, conflict among
IIUb-systems, and discrepancies between real and ideal practices, set a
climate for change.

Other internal factors such as finances, readi-

ness, and the culture of the organization could serve to inhibit
change. 25
Change often fails for several reasons:
1.

incongruence with existing norms

23

Matthew B. Miles, Innovation in Education (New York: Teachers
College, Columbia University, 1964), 631-639.
24 Ibid., 639-643.
25 Ibid., 643-647.
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2.

inadequate planning

3.

failure to prepare teachers for change

4.

lack of cOlllllitment

5.

deficiencies in resources or power

6.

sheer ignorance

7.

lack of a compelling reason for change
experience with innovations. 26

8.

Theodore Herbert argues that we need to understand the process
of change in order to manage change, because improperly managed change
can bring resentment, sabotage, and diminished work effectiveness.
'ltiere are three types of change - intentional, imposed, and adaptive.
Intentional change is the decision to change a situation to help
achieve goals.

Imposed change is that which is forced upon the or-

ganization by others • .Adaptive change is informal roodification.

TWO

factors favoring change are recognition that a problem exists, or the
emergence of a crisis.

Factors hindering change are organizational and
human needs for predictability and stability. 27
Zaltman, Florio, and Sikorski believe there are five factors influencing change:
1.

organizational climate

2.

organizational environment

3.

relationship between the system and the environment

4.

individual characteristics of the members

26 Ibid., 657-660.
27
Theodore Herbert. Dimensions of Orfanizational Behavior, 2nd
ed., (New York: Macmillan Publishing Co., 981), p. 340-362.
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5. · the nature and attributes of the change. 28
Forces for change in education are:
1.

perception of a performance gap

2.

unrealistic expectations

3.

upward adjustment of expectations

4.

new personnel

5.

new

6.

change in power relationships

7.

reference group

8.

social value of output

9.

client group

treatment of existing personnel

10.

external forces

11.

personal frustration

12.

other - such as money, need for security, etc. 29

Forces resisting change in education are:

Some

1.

cultural barriers

2.

social barriers

3.

organizational barriers

4.

psychological barriers

5.

the innovation itselt. 30

forces may hinder or facilitate change:

1.

the politics of peer and authority relations

28Gerald Zaltman, David H. Florio, and Linda Sikorski. Dynamic
&:lucational Change: Models, Strategies, Tactics, and Management. (New
York: Free Press, 1977), 16-33.
29
Ibid., 21-29.
3oibid., 29-44.
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2. · personal attitudes, including ambition, and talent
3.

characteristics of the change

4.

physical and temporal arrangements. 31

Most changes in education are externally generated.

Zaltman

believes that there are four general models of change - environmental,
organizational, a combination of the two, and individual. 32
The environmental model is essentially a political one in which
society controls change, including goals, resources, and outcomes.

The

steps are:

developnant of concern, diffusion, legitimation, adoption,
33
and adaptation.
The organizational change model has two major steps:
and implementation.

initiation

Initiation is the stage in which people gain

awareness and knowledge, form attitudes, and make a decision regarding
change.

The

iJll)lementation stage includes initial implementation, and

continued sustained implementation.

Organizational characteristics

such as c0111plexity, formalization, centralization, interpersonal relations, and ability to deal with conflict affect the stages of a change.
Many changes are initiated, few implemented. 34
The authoritative/participative models vary according to the
origin of change.

The authoritative model includes the stages of

knowledge, persuasion, decision, conmunication, and action.
31 Ibid., 30-31.
32 Ibid., 54.
33 Ibid., 54-56.
34 Ibid., 56-61.

The col-
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lective (participative) model includes stimulation, initiation, legiti. .
mation, d ec1s1on,
and ac t·10n. 35

There are eight stages of change that can be collaborative or
non-collaborative:
1.

planned change

2.

indoctrination

3.

coercive

4.

technocratic

5.

interactional

6.

socialization

7.

emulative

8.

natural. 36

The individual change model is one in which the person becomes
aware of a need, gains knowledge, comprehension, conviction, and
adapts. 37
Loucks-Horsley and Herget list seven steps for improving (changing) a school system:
1.

establish the school improvement project

2.

assess the situation and set goals

3.

identify the ideal situation

4.

prepare for implementation

5.

implement the change

6.

review

35 rbid., 61-62.
36 1bid., 62-64.
37 Ibid., 64-66.
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7. · maintain and institutionalize the change. 38
.Another model of change is the Concerns-Based Adoption Model
(CEWI)

developed by the Southwest Regional Education Lab in Texas.

ror each stage of concern upon the part of people there is an appropriate intervention:
STAGE OF COOCERN

INTERVENTIOO

0-Awareness

Share info; decree use;
encourage discussion.

!-Informational

Provide info; enthusiaa; opportunity to
observe use.

2-Personal Concerns

Create rapport; encourage; gradual introduction; support; legitimize expression of
concern.

3-Management Concerns

Concentrate on "how-todo-it."

4-Consequence Concerns

Encourage; reinforce;
provid~ info; send to
conferences.

5--Collaboration Concern

Arrange meeting of

38susan Loucks-Horsley and Leslie F. Herget, An Action Guide to
School Improvement. (Alexandria, VA.: ASCD, 1985), 1-82.
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teachers; use teachers as
help to others.
6.

Refocusing Concerns

Help focus energy in
positive direction and
encourage teachers to be
trainers. 39

The Rand Study of Implementation of several federal programs
such as Title III, Title VII, and the Vocational Education Act determined three stages of change - initiation, implementation, incorporation.

The key is whether the change was implemented through "mtual

adaptation." The receiving school had to change but the innovation had
to be changed to meet local needs. 40
Czajowski and Patterson, in discussing curriculum, state three
stages - initiation, developnent, and implementation.
change is readiness to change. 41

Critical to any

Approximately two decades ago three studies of change emphasized
concepts that are still relevant today. William Alexander outlined the
five steps needed:
39Gene E. Hall, "The Concerns-Based Approach to Facilitating
Change," Educational Horizons, (Summer, 1979), 202-208.
Gene E. Hall and Shirley M. Hord, Change in Schools: Facilitati,I the
Process. (Albany, NY.: state University of New York, 1987), 1-1 .
Shirley M. Hord, William L. Rutherford, Leslie Huling-Austin, and Gene
E. Hall, Taking Charge of Change, (Alexandria, VA.: ASCD, 1987), 1-46.
40Paul Berman and Milbrey Wallin McLaughlin, "The Implementation
of Educational IMovation," The Educational Forum, (March, 1976), 345370.
41 Theodore J. Czajkowski and Jerry L. Patterson, "curriculum
Change and the School" Considered Action for curriculum Improvement,
(Alexandria, VA.: ASCD Yearbook, 1980), 158-175.
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1.

identify needs

2.

determine priorities

3.

select the innovation

4.

try the innovation

5.

diffusion of the innovation. 42

J. Lloyd Trump believed there are four types of change:

away, add to, bolster, or basic change.

take

SOme of the key resisters to

change are sacred traditions and beliefs, lack of energy, faddishneas,
and the defeatist attitude of those among us.

For change to occur

someone must provide the leadership. 43
Norman Heard thought that most change occurs during fiscal adjustments, persomel changes, during media attention, or as a result of
crisis.

For change to occur, someone mst want to change.

Frequently

the superintendent spearheads the change but someone else could.
Whoever leads must understand that change is threatening, must understand the process of change, and work early to establish group support.44
Ivor Morrish explained the three types of change most often
introduced into schools as those of hardware, software, and interpersonal relations.

A change in any one of these areas affects the other

4¼uuam M. Alexander, "The Acceleration of Curriculum Change,"
in Richard I. Miller, ed., Pers ctives on Educational Change, (New
York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 967), 54-75.
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43

J. Lloyd Trump, "Influencing Change at the Secondary Level" in
Richard I. Miller, ed. Perspectives on Educational Change, (New York:
Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1967), 54-75.
44Norman E. Heard, "The Where, When and How of Trying Innovations," Phi Delta Kappan LII, (February, 1972). no. 6, 358-361.
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areas.

Things.are more easily changed than are people.

tend to occur slowly as

new

IMovations

ideas are infused and assimilated.

There

are four general principles of change in schools:
1.

Schools have a tendency to maintain order and stability
on the one hand, to improve and iMovate on the other.

2.

'lbe variables involved in whether a change will be accepted are cost, complexity of the iMovation, the
possibility of dividing it into parts, the relationship
between the source of the change and the target group,
and congruence between the change and the environment.

3.

Most changes come from outside and are received in a
rather superficial manner.

4.

Critical to the change effort is the perception of the
adopters as to how they will have to change themsel-

ves.45
There are three groups of factors that inhibit change:
factors, output factors, and throughput factors. 46

input

Input factors are:

1.

Environmental resistance to change -

the conmunity

usually does not push for a major change unless there
is a major crisis; teachers usually support this.

2.

outside agent incompetence -

most parents and govern-

45 1vor Morrish, Aspects of Educational Change,
Wiley and Sons, 1976), 17, 24, 32-37.
46

Ibid., 56-60.

(New

York: John
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ment agents do not really understand the process of
teaching and learning.
3.

Centralized power -

power is usually concentrated in

the hands of a few who could feel threatened by a
change.
4.

Defensiveness of staff -

teachers usually resist any

change in which they have had no voice.
5. Absence of true change agent -

most change agents are

fran universities, must filter changes through administrators and lack credibility with teachers.
6.

Lack of linkage between theory and practice -

teachers

need concrete evidence that theory works.

7.

Lack of accepted scientific base -

many theories

coming frat\ outsiders lack validation.
8.

Conservative nature of schools -- as institutions
schools resist change.

9.

Invisibility of teachers -

teachers work behind closed
doors and this makes assessment difficult. 47

In addition to those input factors above, output factors also
serve to inhibit change: 48
1.

Lack of goal clarity -

there may be contradictory

goals within the system among teachers, administrators,
and students.
47 Ibid., 56-60.
48 Ibid., 60-68.
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2. Absence of reward for changing -

organizations tend to

reward stability and dependability, not creativity or
innovativeness.
3. Lack of individualized approach -

schools tend to

treat all students in similar ways.
4.

Lack of competition -

public schools have no competi-

tion other than from private or parochial schools;
there is no drive to improve; often heard is schools
are doing what society expects them to do.
5.

Lack of use of research -

there is little in the way

of application of learning theory.
6.

Lack of financial investment in research -

seventy to

ninety percent of funds apent by schools is on salaries, with a very small percent spent on technology and
research. ·
7.

Resistance to diagnosing wakneases -

teachers resist

the idea of others visiting their classrooms and rece11r

mending improvements.
8.

Difficulty in measurement -

goals are often ambiguous

and outcomes are not easily measured.

9.

Orientation to the present -

schools are burdened by

day-to-day inaediate problems, leaving little time for
research and experimentation.
10.

Little investment in professional growth legitimate staff development.

lack of
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11.

Lack of innovative models -

teachers and administra-

tors tend to be non-innovative.
12.

Low

degree of efficacy -

teachers and administrators

tend to feel they have little power to change things.
Throughput factors also inhibit change: 49
"Separation of members and units" -there is a low

1.

level of conmunication among the parts of the school
system.
2.

"Hierarchy and differential status" -

there is a

higher rate of innovation among professional organizations than among bureaucratic organizations because of
differences in stress upon expertise rather than position or rank, greater flexibility of members, more precise goals and output criteria, more demands for production.

Hierarchies tend to distort the flow of

information upward - depending on the amount of hard
data, how favorable it is to the sender, and relevant
to the receiver.

Most innovation comes from the top

down, whereby people are ordered to change.

'Ibis

becomes an act of compliance rather than one of internalization and identification.
3.

"Lack of procedure and training for change" -until
recently teachers have not been required to continue
their education.

49

Ibid., 70.
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Morrish states that research shows that certain conditions, when
present, are conducive to change: 50
1.

Teachers tend to be favorably disposed toward innovation.

2.

Teachers clearly understand the innovation.

3.

The change is one teachers are capable of performing.

4.

Resources are provided in sufficient amounts.

5.

Necessary arrangements, both administrative and organizational, are made.

6.

Full diagnosis of pupils is conducted.

7.

Channels of communication are open and used.

8.

In-service education is available and adequate.

9.

Adequate time is allowed.

Morrish sUR111arizes his work on change by grouping all change
efforts into three categories.

First is the "theory-into-practice"

model (others have called this research and development), in which
there is an attempt to translate basic research into applied knowledge.
There is a rational sequence of phases, ranging from invention to
dissemination.

The innovation is usually not analyzed from the point

of view of the user.

Frequently the developer will "market" the pro-

duct.51
The second model is the "social-interaction" model.

This em-

phasizes the movement of messages from individual to individual.
Concern is over interpersonal networks, opinion leadership, personal
SO Ibid. , 70.

51 Ibid., 109-115.
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contact, social integration.

For example, one person will iMovate and

bring others into contact with the iMovation and encourage its
52
usage.
The third model is the "problem-solving" model.
t,uilds upon the user of the iMovation.

This model

It assumes that there is a

need and that the change will satisfy this need.

Steps here are iden-

tification of the problem, diagnosing the problem, trial, and adoption.
some have called this the participatory approach to change. 53
In SUDINlry, the Research and Development model stresses the innovator, is closely planned; the Social Interaction model stresses the
conmunicator, tends to be more spontaneous; and the Problem Solving
model tends to stress the receiver, focusing on the interaction of the
change agent with the user. 54
David A. Shimana and

Ann

Lieberman propose a "non-model" for

school change, saying that most models ignore the reality of the school
situation.

Most models focus on what should be done and ignore the in-

dividual teacher, school, or values and demands of the job.

Change

sometimes occurs irrationally, in no particular order. After studying
18 California schools for five years, they found that change occurred

when people got together and talked; someone got excited and began to
do something; people continued to talk and some others changed.

Many

variables affect change, including the culture and norms of teachers,
the nature of the teacher's isolated life in the classroom, the prin52 Ibid., 116-120.
53 1bid., 120-124.

54 Ibid., 125-134.
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cipal's leadership style, the conwnunity orientation and values, and
undefined fears concerning change.

Persons wanting to change something
in schools must understand the school itself to be successfu1. 55
J. Lloyd Trump argued during the 1970's that the realities of

change lead to change in name only or only a partial change.

He con-

sidered barriers to change to fall into two groups - factors inside the
school and factors outside the school. Within the school there is a
range of principal and teacher experience.

The more experience and

success these persons have had with a particular change, the more the
school •Y progress with that change, and vice versa.

An

is more conducive to change than is a closed cli•te.

Change in one

aspect of a school creates change in other aspects.
recognize this and cope with it.
change at different rates.

open cli•te

Leaders must

Different individuals and departments

It requires stamina and enthusiasm to

sustain the change.
Tn.DII) claims that several factors outside the direct control of
the school affect the success of change efforts.

One

factor is the

financial condition of the school district. A second factor is the
attitude of teacher organizations toward change.
attitude of the central office and conmunity.

A

third factor is the

Further, any change

effort relying on the leadership of only one or two persons is hindered
if these individuals leave the district for employment elsewhere. 56
55oavid A. Shiman and Ann Lieberman, "A Nonmodel for School
Change," F.ducational Digest 40, no. 2, (October, 1974), 38-40.
56J. Lloyd Trump, "The Mythology and Reality of Change Viewed from
the Model Schools Project." Education Digest XXIX, (May, 1974), no.9,
22-25.
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Many

new

ideas in organizations are generated at a distance from

the center of power, but the structure of the organization itself
serves as a screening device to keep many of these ideas from reaching

the top where their support is usually crucial.

Even though top level

support is usually necessary it is not always sufficient to ensure the
implementation of a change.

Radical change occurs most often as re-

sponse to a crisis or external threat.

Crises produce anxiety and
people may be willing to change in order to reduce the anxiety. 57
Herbert A. Shephard categorized resistance to change into forces
within the individual personality and forces within the organization. 58
As individuals we tend toward homeostasis.

we tend to return to the

way things were. we are creatures of habit and prefer the familiar.
'!'he way we first cope with a situation is usually persistent.

We

practice selective perception and retention, screening out ideas that
do

not fit with our present ideas. we tend to learn basic values and

attitudes and hold on to them.

Many have self-distrust, questioning

their own right or ability to suggest a change.

Finally, many in-

dividuals are insecure and look for security in the past and in tradition. 59
Within the social system group pressure for conformity to norms
is strong.

Change in one part has repercussions throughout.

Vested

57 rbid., 24-25.

58Herbert A. Shephard, "IMovation-Resisting and IMovation-Producing Organizations," in Warren G. BeMis, KeMeth D. BeMe, and
Robert Chin, eds., '!he PlaMing of Change, 2nd ed. (New York: Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, 1969), 488-499.
591bid., 488-492.
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interests will oppose change because they stand to lose autonomy, prestige, or money.
to change it.

The higher something is valued, the harder it will be
Finally, social groups tend to reject outsiders.

Most

change comes into schools from outside.

People on the inside tend to
r:eject it with statements such as "it won't work here." 60
Ronald and Mary Havelock describe change as different processes.

'ltlree of the processes are similar to those described by Morrish above

and others - proble.solving, research-developnent-and-diffusion, and
social interaction.

They go further and explain the "linkage" process

as a fourth possibility of change.

'Ibis situation is essentially one

wherein a resource person links the users with a change usually initiated outside the system.

'Ibis person has to know the local situation,

must understand how knowledge is generated and validated, be able to
provide feedback to the users, be a good listener, and be able to wiork
with different groups. 61 The Havelocks list seven propositions regarding change:

1.

If the user expects the change to be rewarding it
usually will be1 this is the self-fulfilling prophecy.

2.

Successful change requires the willingness to take
risks.

3.

Willingness to try new ideas is a prerequisite to successful change.

4.

Anticipated rewards are motivators for change.

60 rbid., 492-499.
61Ronald and Mary c. Havelock, Training for Change Agents: A
Guide to the Desiifieof Training Programs inEducation and other Fields.
(Ann Arbor, MI~:
university of Michigan, 1973), 7-32.
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5. · Reward for one change increases the possibilities of

further successful changes.
6.

Changes contradicting existing values will not be very
successful; changes that do not conflict with existing
values have a much better chance of success. 62

In sUIIDllary, over the past three decades several different models
for change have been proposed.

These models are available for school

persoMel to utilize in initiating or implementing change.

They pro-

vide theoretical as well as practical suggestions on how to carry out
change in the school setting.

Some models assume that the agent of

change will be an outsider and that those inside the system will be
facilitators in implementing change.

Others assume that the 1110st

successful change comes from within and that persons inside the system
will have to be the agents as well as the facilitators.

Some view

change from the "top-down" while others view change from the "bott0111up."

There!!"! models that may be utilized.by department heads in

initiating or implementing change within their departments.

'Ibey have

been developed over a period of time and are still useful.
Strategies For Change
Matthew Miles described strategy as the plaMed means for accomplishing change. 63 Th~ strategy may involve the use of existing
structures or the creation of new structures; it may be initiated
internally or externally.

strategies initiated internally using the

62 rbid., 32-37.
63Matthew B. Miles,'IMovation in Education, (New York: Teachers
College, Columbia university, 1964), 18.
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existing structure could involve curriculum conmittees, in-service
activities, etc.

The focus could be on the design of the change,

awareness of a change, mental pre-evaluation of change, or a small
scale trial of change.
by

There is local control and active involvement

those affected.
An

example of a strategy initiated internally but using a new

structure would be the creation of special c01111littees to study a
change.

Strategies initiated externally, using the existing environ-

ment, could come from teacher organizations, foundations, journals,
government, and universities.

strategies initiated externally, using

new structures, can be found in national curriculum study groups,
regional research centers, and university-school collaboration. 64
In discussing strategy Ivor Morrish referred to studies of
Gordon Watson in arguing that structural changes are most successful. 65
Change the structure first, interaction processes next, and attitudes
last.

Trying to change one teacher at a time will not work.

Any

strategy for change oost consider the forces of resistance in the
adopters and develop tactics to overcome this resistance.

There are

five pre-conditions for change that oost be considered when developing
. a strategy.

First, participants DllSt feel the project is their own.

Second, senior officials oost support the change.

Third, change oost

not greatly challenge existing values and attitudes.

64 rbid., 18-29.
65 rvor Morrish, As~c;:ts of Educational Change,
Wiley and Sons, 1976), 115-116.

Fourth, partic-

(New

York: John
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ipants must have trust in each other.

Fifth, participants must not
feel threatened in their autonomy or security. 66
Morrish also discussed E.G. Guba's six different strategies
that may be used:
1. value strategy -

appeal to the teacher's values.

2.

rational strategy -

use reason, logic, hard data.

3.

didactic strategy -

provide training for willing

users.
4.

psychological strategy -

use adopters need for accept-

ance, inclusion, involvement, to influence persons.
5.

economic strategies -

use resources to gain accept-

ance of change.
6.

authority strategy -

coapl by orders from the hier-

archy.67
F.ducators need to develop different strategies for different
types of change. 68 Neal Gross reasons that any attenpt to change must
have a strategy that reflects a "hard-headed assessment of the matrix
of forces ••• that could block ••• the change process.

It also needs to

specify specific courses of action to overcome the obstacles if they
arise. "69
66 Ibid., 359-364.
67 Ibid., 116.
(New

68aichard I. Miller, ed., Perspectives on Educational Change,
York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1967), 359-386.

69Neal Gross, "Basic Issues in the Management of Educational
Change Efforts," in Rober t E. Herriott and Neal Gross, eds., The ~
ics of Planned F.ducational Chane: case Studies and Anal es, (Ber eley, CA: McCutc
Publishing Co., 1979), 42.
1
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Anyone contemplating a change should plan as to how teachers,
building administrators, central office administrators, and outsiders
are to be involved. 70 '!be best strategy to use depends upon the degree
of commitment to change that is needed, the incentive for change, and
the setting in which the change is to occur. 71
Zaltman argues that models describe the general process of
change, but the mode becomes strategic with the planning of an approach
for executing change. 72 Deliberate, conscious change implies the
selection of a strategy.

Such a strategy may evolve from a model of

change or may be intuitive, and is usually called change planning.

one

who understands the change process can develop optional strategies.
Most educators do not invest time in developing and applying change
strategies, and, as a result, change is unsystematic and disruptive.
Most change management is intuitive, with strategies selected and
developed without enough consideration of factors influencing their
success.

This might include failure to see possible complications of

an approach, or the tendency to go for innediate change when an incremental approach might be better.

There tends to be too much em-

phasis on changing individuals and not enough concern with the fact
that the setting is social and organizational, involving formal and
70Pat L. Cox, "'!be Teacher's Role in School Improvement," Educational Leadership, (November, 1983), 10-13.
71Jerry L. Patterson and 'lbeodore J. Czajkowski, "Implementation:
Neglected Phase in curriculum Change," Educational Leadership, (December), 1979, 204-206.
72Gerald Zaltman, David H. Florio, and Linda Sikorski, Dynamic
Educational Change: Models, Strategies, Tactics, and Management, (New
York: Free Press, 1977), 71.
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informal relationships in the organization that has goals, rewards,
decision-making substructures. 73
Often the change process is uncoordinated, poorly planned, and
works against school autonomy and self-renewal.
If schools are to become viable self-renewing institutions,
decision makers must achieve a better understanding and acceptance
of the strategi,t and tactics than can be and are being used to
promote change.
Zaltman defines change strategy as "an approach taken to mediate
appropriate change behavior·by relevant actors. 1175 There are three
basic types of change strategies - power, manipulative, and rational.
The power strategy uses rewards and punishments.
strategy deliberately rearranges the environment.
egy utilizes logic and data to justify change. 76

The manipulative
The rational strat-

Power is the easiest strategy to apply, through the use of
rewards and punishments.
tions, and status.

Influence can come from funding, legal sanc-

Activities include C011111W1ication about rewards and

punishments and specific behaviors upon which they depend.

Tactics

include passing bills or laws, funding or withholding funding, having
directions come from legitimate leaders, material rewards, prestige,
and status.

Success depends on whether sources of power are important,

valued, and compelling.
73 Ibid., 71-90.
74 rbid., 73.
75 rbid., 73.
76 Ibid., 74-77.

If the consequences of not changing are insig-
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nificant, there will be no change.

If rewards for changing are inconsequential, there will be little effective change. 77
The manipulative strategy involves changing the environment·to

allow the target to see the change differently.

The person wanting

change may send biased messages or use facilitative approaches to make
change easier and more desirable.
itself (unlike power).

Motivators are tied to the change

Funding as a reward is the use of power; fund-

ing to implement a change is manipulative.

Activities include rear-

ranging the environment, biasing the environment, adding to the environment, subtracting from the environment.

Tactics include producing

and developing materials and making them easily available, persuasive
conmunication, training, and organizational developnent to change
social norms and values. 78
A rational strategy is based on the nature of the change itself
and the extent to which it appeals to user self-interest.

egy provides a justification for change.

This strat-

The effort here is to get the

user to accept change for itself rather than for some other reason.
Activities include conmunication about the nature of the change and why
it is a just one, giving evidence, and giving attention to the important actors.

Tactics include education via in-service, knowledge

production, information dissemination, demonstrations, and using field
agents to fit the change to local needs.

Success depends on the qual-

ity of the change itself and whether target group needs are addressed
and satisfied.

The effect of change using this strategy could be long

77 Ibid., 78-82.

78 Ibid., 82-86.
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lasting because the motivation for the change is in the change itself.79
Other researchers have classified change strategies in different
words:
RESEARCHERS

Kester and Hull

CIASSIFICATIOO

Coercive, Persuasive,
Informative

Guba

Values, Rational, Didactic,
Psychological, Economic,
Political, Authority

Chin

Empirical-rational,
Normative-reeducative,
Power

Jones

Coercive, Normative,
Utilitarian

Sieber

Rational man, Powerless
participant, Cooperative.SO

All three of Zaltman's strategies require knowledge of the user
system.

Power may be imposed with little knowledge of the system, but

manipulative requires subtle and detailed knowledge.

'Ihe manipulative

approach requires spending time in the system and familiarity with it.
Product developnent approaches often fail just because of this.
All three approaches require some conmitment to change. 81 Power
79 rbid., 87-90.
SO Ibid., 76-80.

81 1bid., 82.
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,equires commitment because reward is attached to it.

requires commitment because of the time involved.

Manipulative

Rational requires

ccmrnibnent because the approach is to the change itself. When an individual is seeking rewards the change will last as long as the rewards
last.

If the individual is avoiding punishment the change will last as

long as the vigilance lasts.

When commitment is to the change itself,

change will be more enduring. When manipulation is used, conaitment
will be fickle - until a better competitor comes along. 82
What are the appropriate settings for each of the change strategies? Power could be used when participants cannot agree on the form
the change should take.
school accountability.

An

example of this would be state laws on

Power could be used when change must occur

rapidly, where resources are limited, where attitudes are strongly
opposed to the change.

The weakness of this approach is that it re-

quires continuing rewards or punishments; it tends to create subversion
and sabotage. 83
Rational approaches should be used when there is a clear performance gap, when failure to change is due mainly to lack of knowledge
about alternatives, when system goals are clear and well defined, when
the co11111UI1ication system is clear and open.

zaltman believes that the
appropriate setting for the purely rational strategy is rare. 84
The manipulative approach is the most generally appropriate.
most situations there are forces for and against change.
82 Ibid., 82-85.
83 Ibid., 85-86.
84 1bid., 86-87.

The power

In
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awroach would use force to overcome resistance; the rational approach
would mobilize forces for change; the manipulative approach is to
structure and restructure the environment to capitalize on the forces
for change.

85

Zaltman concludes his discussion on strategy with a rec011111endation:
It is particularly appropriate that change strategies be developed
from within, since the success of a strategy usually depend• in
great •asure on a knowledge of the relevant resources, constraints, motivations, and resistances of the target system. 86
Baldridge and Deal believe there are seven rules for changing
organizations.

First, a serious assessment of needs is necessary.

Second, a proposed change must be relevant to the history of the organization.
into account.

Third, organizational changes must take the environment
Fourth, serious changes llll&t affect both the organiza-

tional structure and individual attitudes.
directed at manipulative factors.
cally and economically feasible.

Fifth, changes must be

Sixth, changes must be both politiSeventh, the changes must be effec-

tive in solving the problems that were diagnosed. 87
McLaughlin, based on their work with the Rand Corporation, suggest that implementation strategies selected are critica1. 88
Berman and

The amount of planning is not so important as the quality of the plan85 rbid., 87-88.
86 rbid., 88-89.
87 J. Victor Baldridge and Terrence E. Deal. eds. , Managing Change

in F.ducational Organizations: Sociological Perspectives, Strategies,
and Case Studies, (Berkeley, CA: Mccutchan Publishing Co., 1975), 14-18.
88 Paul Berman and Milbrey wallin McLaughlin, "Implementation of
Educational Innovation," The F.ducational Forum, (March, 1976), 345-346.
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ning.

Persons implementing change rust establish channels of com-

llllflication, get participation of potential users in setting goals, hold
frequent and regular staff meetings.
the local setting.
instructions.

Staff training rust be keyed to

Teachers must be given practical, "how-to-do-it"

More than a few teachers rust support the change; if

only a few teachers support it they will be labeled as deviant by their
colleagues.

The

professionalism and compartmentalism of secondary

school teachers are not ideal conditions for significant change.
change leader rust recognize and cope with it.

The

For change to be suc-

cessful there lllllst be rutual adaptation - local change must be coupled
with change in the innovation itselt. 89
Benne and Birnbaum state the case for viewing change as forces

at work in organizations. 90 There are driving forces and restraining
forces and change occurs when they become imbalanced. When these
forces are equal the condition is equilibrium; when these forces are
unequal the pattern becomes tmfrozen.

Planned change should use these

forces to "unfreeze" the pattern to influence change in a desirable
direction or to prevent a return to the previous situation.
There are three basic strategies for change:

increasing the

driving force, decreasing the restraining force, or a combination of
the two.
1.

The principles of strategy for change in an institution are:
To change a subsystem or any part of a subsystem, relevant
aspects of the environment must also be changed ..•.

89 rbid., 345-359.
9°Kenneth D. Benne and Max Birnbaum, "Principles of Changing,"
in Warren G. Bennis, et al., eds., The Planning of Change, 2nd ed, (New
York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1969). 328-330.
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2.

To change behavior on any one level of a hierarchical organization, it is necessary to achieve complementary and reinforcing
changes in organization levels above and below that level ••••
3. The place to begin change is at those points in the system
where some stress and strain exist ••••
4. . . . One should ordinarily avoid beginning change at the point of
greatest stress •••.
5. If thoroughgoing changes in a hierarchical structure are desirable or necessary, change should ordinarily start with the
policy-making body ••••
6. Both the formal and the informal organization of an institution
must be considered in planning any process of change ••••
7. The effectiveness of a planned change is often directly related
to the degree to which members at all levels of an institutional hierarchy take part in the fact-finding and the diagnosing
of needed changes and in the forwlating and reality-testing of
goals and programs of change ••.•
Warren G. Bennis, in his book on organizational change, says
that the system should fully understand the change and its consequences, have as much influence as possible in controlling the fate of the
change, and trust the initiator of change. 92 People should view the
change effort as voluntary and legitimate.

Top management support is

critical. A change program must take into consideration emotional and
value elements as well as cognitive elements.

Relying on rational

persuasion is seldom successful because it often conflicts with consciously or subconsciously held values and attitudes.

It is important

to get intellectual coamitment but that alone is not sufficient for
change.

'!he change agent has to provide emotional support for the

people undergoing change. 93
91 Ibid., 328-335.

92warren G. Bennis, Changing Organizations: Essays on The Developnent and Evolution of Human Organization, (New York: McGraw-Hill,
1966), 176-177.
93 rbid., 56-57.
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Change can occur anywhere in the organization so long as the
change agent at that level has support from the next higher echelon and
other subsystems are kept informed. 94
Change can be effective in the short-run by using a power or
authority strategy; change in the long-run is more effective by using
education and involvement strategies.

Often the best procedure is to
combine short-run and long-run strategies. 95 No one strategy is best
for all situations. 96
The Department Head And Change

literature on strategies used by high school department
heads in initiating or implementing change is sparse. 97
The

Sergiovanni studied the role of the department head in depth.
He agrees with others that the role of the department head is largely
determined by the principa1. 98 The principal should be an educational
leader (instructional leader) but is spending more and more time on
management and organizational affairs.

The principal should be viewed

94 1bid., 57-58.
951!'.dgar L. Morphet, Roe L. Johns, and 'l'beodore L. Reller, Educational Organization and Administration, 3rd ed., (Englewood Cliffs, NJ:
Prentice Hall, 1974), 180-183.
96Arthur J. Lewis and Alice Miel, Supervision for I~roved In-

struction: New Challenges, New Responses, (Belmont, CA: wadsworth
Publishing Co., 1972), 172-187.
97shirley M. Hord and Sheila Murphey, The High School Department
Head: Powerful or Powerless in Guiding Change, A paper presented at
the annual meeting of the American Educational Research Association,
Chicago, IL., 1985.
98Thomas J. Sergiovanni, Handbook for Effective Department Leadershi
conce ts and Practices in Toda 's Secondar Schools, (Boston:
lyn
977), 3.
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•• an "educational statesman" rather than an educational leader.

His

concerns are with the overall program, basic philosophy, goals, objectives, structure and design, assessment of community needs, and communication of the school's mission.

He should be concerned with devel-

oping policy and a broad educational posture.

Educational leadership

includes concern for curriculum and teaching objectives, educational
encounters, teaching styles, methods, procedures, classroom learning
climate, teacher evaluation, student evaluation, program evaluation,
curriculum coordination, alternatives, lesson and unit planning, scheduling, grouping, the structure of knowledge, and innovations.
principals delegate these to the department head.

Most

For the department

head to be effective in these areas he nust expand his role as instructional leader and 111st be provided with more responsibility and authority.99
In order for a department head to be effective in directing
change efforts, the person must know the change process and be able to
function as a change agent or change facilitator.

A change agent has

change as his primary goal1 a change facilitator helps others to
change. 100 The llK>re the department head acts as a change agent, the
lower the level of acceptance he can expect from teachers.

If a mini-

mum level of acceptance of a change is acceptable the department head

may function as a change agent.

If a higher level of acceptance is

needed, the department head should function as a change facilitator.
Chairpersons tend to be more familiar with the change agent role, which
99 Ibid., 3-5.
lOOibid., 209.
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requires formal.and/or functional authority to act.

This also requires

planning, strategy building, colllllUl1icating, and supporting.

The de-

partment head should plan what is to be changed and why; develop a
strategy that includes the level of acceptance required; be aware of
the forces for and against the change. 101
As

much as department heads may wish to act in a more direct

change role, most situations will require them to act as a facilitator.
In this role the department head will not be able to mandate change,
but will have to work with and through teachers to iJll?lement change. 102
A

strategy should include changes in the structural, technical

area and changes in human relationships accClftl)al'lYing structural or

technical change.

The

strategy should make sense, be legitimized,

incorporated into the school's structure, and accepted by those who
will implement it.

A

person's first reaction to a proposed change will

be that of "How does it affect me?"lOl

Mhen plaming a strategy the

department head should consider the questions that teachers will ask
themselves:
How

How
How
How
How
How
How

How
How
How
How

will
will
will
will
will
will
will
will
will
will
will

advancement possibilities change?
salary change?
future with the canpany change?
view of myself change?
.r.trf informal influence change?
Rfl/ view of Rfl/ prior values change?
Rf1J ability to prediet the future change?
Rfl/ status change?
the amount of work I do change?
Rfl/ interest in the work change?
the importance of ltrf work change?
Rfl/
Rfl/
Rfl/
Rfl/

lOlibid., 209-210.
l0 2Ibid., 211-213.
lOllbid., 217.
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How
HOW
How
How
HOW
How
How
HOW
HOW

will the challenge of the work change?
will the work pressures change?
will the skill demands on me change?
will my physical surroundings change?
will my hours of work change?
will my relationships with my co-workers change?
will my relationships with my superiors change?
will my relationships with my subordinat!ff change?
will what Krf family thinks of me change? 4

Hord and Diaz-Ortiz argue that although the principal of a
school is the primary change agent, there are second and even third
level change leaders. 105 'I'hese could be assistant principals, teachers, department heads.

In their study of what department heads actual-

ly do, the researchers found the most COlllllOil function was c011111Wlication
with the members of the department.

Other functions that were wide-

spread were providing information from the administration to the teachers within the department, conferring with other departments, participating in textbook selection, reviewing and evaluating instructional
materials, staying infornted of new trends, and fostering cooperation
within the department.

Interestingly, fewer department heads placed

students in appropriate classes, supervised aides or clerical staff,
evaluated teachers, hired and terminated teachers, or cOJ1111W1icated
directly with the COlllllUnity. 106
'I'he majority of department heads surveyed had job descriptions
and received an additional stipend.

Most had been appointed by the

l0 4Ibid., 218.
lOSShirley M. Hord and Elia Mar Diaz-Ortiz, Beyond the Principal:
Can the Department Head Supply Leadership for Change in High Schools?,
A paper presented at the International Research Seminar on Internal
Change Facilitators, (Belgium: June 2-5, 1986), 10.
l06Ibid., 11-14.
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principal and were evaluated by that person.

More than nine out of ten

reported that they had received no training for performing the duties
107
of department head.
We should not be surprised that most department heads are not
instructional leaders:
In sunanary, with no incentives, scarce facilities, little time
allocated, no professional growth and developaent opportunities,
and a mixed view of the provision of the DH role evaluation, it is
no surprise that ~ge DHs serve in the district primarily to transmit information. 1
In sunmary, the survey of the literature has demonstrated that
there are IOOdels for change that may be used in the high school setting.

Change may come frOll within the system or from outside the

system.

Central office administrators as well as the building prin-

cipal are in key positions from which to initiate or implement change.
However, the department head is also in a position from which to initiate or implement change.

Department heads need to understand the

change process and to develop strategies which they utilize.

There are

many IOOdels of change and strategies available.
Do

department heads understand the change process and the strat-

egies available? Are they able to initiate or to implement change?
Are some department heads more adept at this than are others? Are some
strategies more successful than others? How exactly do department
heads attempt change within their departments?
The rest of this study is an attempt to answer these questions.

lO?Ibid., 14-15.
lOSibid., 22.

CHAPTER III

PRESENTATIOO OF DATA

Interviews were conducted with selected department heads in nine
high schools in the Chicago metropolitan area.

Each school had depart-

ment heads in English, math, science, social studies, and foreign
language.

The principal at each school granted permission for the

interviews.

Questions focused on strategies utilized by department

heads in initiating or implementing change.

Each school and each

department head interviewed was given a fictitious name to assure
anonymity.
This chapter is organized by high school.

For each high school

there is a brief description of the school, data gathered in the interview with each department head at that school, and a general sunmary of
the data collected at that school.

Washington High School
Washington High School is located in the suburbs south of Chicago.

The student enrollment during the 1987-1988 school year was just

under 2,100. Washington High School is one of three high schools in
its district.

Department heads in this school are not allowed to join

the teachers' association.

Three department heads in this school were

willing to be interviewed.
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MS. Anderson
Ms. Anderson is the foreign language department head at Washington High School.
years.

She has been department head for more than fifteen

Her department has nine teachers, including herself.

evaluates teachers and teaches three classes.

She

She is not allowed to be

a member of the teachers' association.
Ms. Anderson has worked on change for some time.

Her primary

change effort has been to get teachers to trust each other and to share
ideas.

She felt that she has accomplished this but that it took more

than five years to do so.

'!he school has had two "bad" strikes during

the past ten years, acc~ied by "a lot of firing and hiring.•

S0De

administrators have returned to the classrOOlll. At the time of the most
recent strike department heads were not members of the teachers' union,
and they crossed picket lines to return to work.

Teachers became very

private and did not trust anyone, including department heads.

In the

past ten years there have been several principals at the school.
During this same time period the superintendent has initiated
peer coaching.

Teachers were given the option of getting involved in

this or being evaluated.

'!he principal has supported this option.

While this has been iq:,lemented, Ms. Anderson has worked to iq:,rove
trust and cooperation within her department.

She has held informal

meetings, "open" department meetings, and several "gripe sessions."
She has encouraged all teachers to join in helping any teacher who has
had a problem of any type.
About five years ago she took all teachers to the conference
room, closed the door, and asked them to "vent" their feelings.

That
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was the turning point.

Ms. Anderson stated that there are no longer

any long department meetings filled with items that could be handled in
a mem:>randum.

She felt she "went the back way rather than a frontal

assault."
The strategy she used was persistance and manipulation.
determined to create the trust needed.

She took her time.

Ms.

She was

Ander-

son feels that today trust has been restored between the teachers in
her department and herself.
The different principals over the past ten years have been

supportive of her efforts.

The

current principal is •1aid back," and

Ms. Anderson feels this has been m:>st helpful.

was more authoritarian.

He

The previous principal

would always back the department head but

did not participate in the effort to improve trust and sharing.
current principal is more supportive of her efforts.

He

The

especially has

helped in the area of peer coaching, and through the combined efforts
of the principal and the department head, they have actually improved
the teaching of one of the department memt.,ers.

She has learned that she has had to be more realistic about the

change process, that change does not come quickly but takes

ti•.

Ms.

Anderson now believes that you llllSt gain trust before you can change
behavior.
She felt that the change process as well as other aspects of her
job could be i~roved if she did not have so many meetings and committees on which she serves.

She also felt guilty about having to

"squeeze in" her teaching between meetings and camnittee work.
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Ms. Brown
Ms. Brown is the science department head at Washington High
school.

She has been department head for five years.

teen teachers in her department.
teaches two classes herself.

There are six-

She evaluates these teachers and

She is not allowed to be a member of the

teachers' association.
She has been involved in trying to improve c011111W1ication within
the department and trying to keep the faculty up-to-date on the latest
research.

She has gathered materials and distributed them to the

faculty.

She has also created a file of the different types of lab

experiments and has put it on the computer.

She has simply told the

faculty that the file is there and the teachers have used the labs.
Another change in which she played a role was in trying to
upgrade the facilities in the department.
and worn out.

:ROOIIIS and equipnent were old

The electrical system itself was faulty.

Department

heads prior to her had not been interested in upgrading the facilities.
She subnitted a capital developnent proposal for $250,000 to include
new plumbing, electrical work, space, etc.

She got input from the

staff and then did some "headranming" with the principal and assistant
principal.
tors.

Then she used this same technique with district administra-

All she received from this was an improved electrical system.

She stated that "I learned to pick my battles."
In another change effort she wanted to add a new course to the
science curriculum.

She got the approval of the principal and the

district curriculum conunittee.

Then the assistant superintendent for

curriculum disapproved the addition of the new course.

She was willing
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to pilot the class but all three high schools could not agree.

In this

district all three high schools must offer a uniform curriculum.

The

assistant superintendent said all three had to pilot the new course or
no one could.
Ms. Brown stated that the administration of the past had been
supportive in words only.

The principal at Washington is too

her to really know how supportive he will be.

He

new

for

appears to support

change but he is very "laid back" and it is difficult to get him to
conanit himself on change.
She considers herself a facilitator of change, using logic as
her approach.

She has learned that she spends 80% of her time trying

to convince 201 of her staff to try anything new.

She feels that this

is too frustrating and that she should learn to be happy that the
majority of the staff is willing to change.

She stated that it has

been just too frustrating to try to change all of the staff.
can be modeled.

Change

She concluded by saying that "if you want teachers to

change, the department head can serve as the model.''
Mr. Connor
Mr. Connor is the head of the social studies department at
Washington High School, serving in his first year in that position.

He

has eleven teachers in his department, evaluates them, and is not
allowed to be a member of the teachers' association.

He teaches only

one class but serves as the district gifted coordinator as part of his
assignment.
He has accomplished little if any change thus far.

He would

like to see ACE scores improved and has been trying to do this by
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attending meetings and holding discussions with the faculty of all
three high schools in the district.
for that is not his style.

He does not believe in dictating,

He "throws the problem out to the faculty"

and "hopes" that they cooperate.
Mr. Connor does say that since the strike in this district, the
teachers have closed the doors to their classrooms and done what they
want to do.
this.

He has tried visiting classes but the teachers oppose

The former department head never visited classes.

The principal

is new in this school also and has not been able to help him clarify
his role at this time.
He felt that the key to successful change lies behind those
closed classroom doors.

He claimed that the department head is not

really an educational leader and cannot be unless the classroom doors
are opened.

His teachers did not trust the former department heads; he

was hired from the outside and has had to earn trust.

He has utilized

a rational, problem-solving approach to change.
In 8\alllry, department heads at Washington High School consider
themselves as having to earn the trust and respect of the teachers.
The department heads are no longer members of the teachers' union.
They crossed picket lines in a recent strike, and are considered administrators by the teachers.

These department heads are unsure of

their role and of the principal's expectations for them as leaders.
Most hope that the new principal will help them clarify the duties and
responsibilities they have as department heads.
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Adams High School
Adams High School is located in the suburbs west of Chicago.

The enrollment at Adams for the 1987-88 school year was 2,031.
is one other high school in the district.

There

Department heads in this

district are allowed to be members of the teachers' association.

All

five department heads at Adams were interviewed.
Mr. Davis
Mr. Davis is the head of the math department at Adams High
School.

He has been in this position for fifteen years.

each of the sixteen teachers in his department.

He evaluates

He teaches three

classes himself and is a member of the teachers' union.
Mr. Davis has been involved in two changes in the past three
years.

First, he wanted to get the math teachers to allow students to

use calculators in learning logarithms.

He asked some teachers if they

would volunteer to "pilot" the use of calculators in their classes.
They agreed to the experiment, while the rest did the activities the
traditional way.

The pilot was a success.

Students appeared to have

the same if not better understanding of the processes when using calculators.

Mr. Davis then told his staff:

"It works - do it."

He

tried to incorporate the use of calculators as smoothly as possible.
He stated, however, that when the new way showed that it could be more
successful than the old, he told his teachers that they must use the
calculators.
Older teachers in particular posed a problem.
use of calculators.

They resisted the

He tried persuasion and when that did not work he

simply told them that they must do it.
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'!'he principal was receptive to the use of calculators but was

not active in pranoting them.

Mr. Davis believed the principal t~ be a

manager, leaving instructional leadership to the department heads.
stated:

He

"That's the way it should be."
Mr. Davis was involved in a second change effort.

He

wanted the

department and school to sponsor a math team that would be involved in
inter-scholastic coq,etition.
fit of the math team.
good

He convinced the principal of the bene-

The principal was cooperative, seeing this as

public relations and as a creative outlet for the better students.

'1'he principal went to the district office for money for the team.
has been

Re

supportive and remains so, even to the point of sending notes

to the students after caapetitions.
other teachers were not interested in the •th team at first.
Mr. Davis went forward with it anyway.

As the

team did, well more and

more teachers became interested in it.

His strategies were mnipula-

tion and pc:,we r.
Mr. Evans
Mr. Evans is the science department head at Adams High School.
He has held this position for eleven years.
in his department.
ers.

He has fourteen teachers

He teaches three classes and evaluates his teach-

He is a member of the teachers' union.
Mr. Evans has been involved in two recent changes.

changed the procedure utilized in selecting textbooks.

He

He has
cannot

remember how it was done before he became department head but thinks
that it "just happened."
ment in the process.

He has given each teacher a specific assign-

Each has to c~lete an evaluation sheet on any
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text under consideration. Then all teachers of a specific subject meet
as a group to discuss the evaluations. A teacher must be able to cite
reasons why he or she favors or dislikes a particular book.
There have been minor problems - some teachers have not returned
their sheets.

There has been no direct resistance to the change.

appears to be working well.

It

The principal has not played an active

role, but merely passed on the rec01111endation to the district office.
He has also been involved in getting teachers to actually use
the course objectives they have written.

In the past teachers wrote

objectives, stuck them in a file cabinet, and forgot about them.
they must use them.

He

summer curriculum work.

summer.

Now

convinced the district to allocate money for
Most of the objectives were written during the

The assistant superintendent for curriculum has been 1110re

involved than the Adams adainistration.

The assistant principal has

monitored the process but has not played an active role.

The principal

has not been involved in any way at all.
There was some opposition within his department. Mr. Evans
stated that one teacher "dragged his heels." He felt that there is not
much hope of changing this teacher.

However, this teacher will be

retiring at the end of the year and Mr. Evans will work with the new
teacher to help him "see the light" and be more cooperative.
Ms. Ford
Ms. Ford is the English department head at Adams High School.

She has held this position for seven years.
t'wenty-four teachers.
all teachers.

She has a department of

She teaches two classes herself and evaluates

She is a member of the teachers' union.
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Ms. Ford has been involved in three changes in recent years.
first, she initiated a plan that would prevent students from taking
advanced classes until they had satisfied all the prerequisites.

For

example, a student would not be able to take sophomore English until he
or she had passed both semesters of freshman English.

Prior to in-

stituting this change a student might have taken a semester of freshman
English at the same time as taking sophanore English.
She took the issue to the department for discussion.
her their support.

'l1ley gave

She kept statistics on how students were doing when

taking two English classes simultaneously.

She showed these to the

administration for approval and then initiated the new program.
'lb.e guidance department had opposed her plan on grounds that it

would make it harder for them to schedule students.

Further, the

counselors wanted to do whatever was needed to get the students through
four years and "graduated."
While her proposal was being considered the district hired a new
superintendent who felt that both schools in the district had to have
uniform requirements and expectations.

The principal at Adams had

supported the change but he was "pressured from above." Adams High
School had to modify its plan to correspond with that of the other
school within the district.

Thus, the program of the second school in

the district is the one in effect now.
A second change involved the reading program.

The teachers at

Adams wanted to require a reading class for each freshman.
ers designed the program.

The teach-

However, the superintendent had his

ideas as to what a reading program should be.

own

The superintendent and
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English teachers were able to reach a compromise.

"Reading" became a

separate department.
A third change resulted in hiring "theme graders" for the English department.

Ms. Ford had to convince both the principal and

superintendent of their need.

The superintendent would only approve

the use of theme graders for doing "mechanical things, not to include
making c011111ents on the papers." Ms. Ford felt this "hamstrung" the
program.

Some teachers do not even use the graders.

She felt that if

theme graders are used in the fashion demanded by the superintendent
they are of no practical value.

The principal has been "caught in the

middle," getting pressure from both sides.

However, the superintendent

is retiring at the end of this school year and Ms. Ford hopes the new
one is more willing to "listen to reason."

She has concentrated her

strategies for change on reas~n and logic.
Mr. Grant
Mr. Grant is the social studies department head at Adams High
School.

He has been department head for nine years and evaluates the

eleven teachers in his department.

He teaches three classes and is an

active member of the teachers' union.
Mr. Grant considers himself a "rubber stamp" for textbook and
course changes.

The teachers within the department who teach the sarne

subject have been empowered to select the text for the course and to
collectively determine any changes in the course itself.

Those teach-

ers have simply passed on to him their recommendations, which heapproves, and "forwards them to the administration." His strategy has
been "let the people decide." He argued that those involved should be
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the persons making the decisions.

He has not needed a strategy for

textbook changes for they change every five years automatically.
He has succeeded in getting an additional semester of social
studies as a requirement for graduation.
approximately ten years.

He had been trying this for

In the past the proposal had been approved as

high as the assistant superintendent's office.

But the Educational

Planning Connittee had vetoed it for financial reasons.
"fairly new" assistant superintendent in the district.

There is a
The department

head called together the social studies teachers to back up their
request with data and logic.

The new assistant superintendent sup-

ported this but the Educational Planning Comittee was not too receptive.

P\lrther, there was "turf" resistance from other departments.

These other departments were afraid that if social studies got additional graduation requirements their

own

jobs might be in jeopardy.

Mr. Grant discussed this issue with the principal.

He felt that

"some heads might have to be knocked." The principal and assistant
superintendent supported him and the board of education approved.

Mr.

Grant felt the biggest reason the course was approved was the mood of
the country - a back-to-basics movement.

His proposal was made just

after the publication of the Nation at Risk report.

The Secretary of

Education has proposed strengthening graduation requirements.

Mr.

Grant says "these set the stage; things came together at the right
time."
fully.

He

was able to use manipulation and power strategies success
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Mr. Harris
Mr. Harris is head of the foreign language department at Adas
High School.

He has served in this position for sixteen years.

are seven teachers in his department.

He

There

teaches four classes, evalu-

ates teachers, and is a member of the teachers' union.
He stated that he has not played a major role in the change

process.

The biggest changes have been in textbooks and course de-

scriptions.

He has discussed these with the teachers and has final ap-

proval within the department of any reromnended change.

The principal

"si~ly accepts the recomnendation." Mr. Harris argued that he is a
democratic leader, deferring to the expertise of his teachers.
biggest obstacle to his taking a leadership role has been time.
time constraints have been more oppressive than people.

The
The

He has taken

teaching work home, having to use his planning period to conduct department business.
He was concerned over the power of the Educational Planning
Conmittee.

He believed that not all departments are represented equal-

ly on this conmittee and that this arrangement gives too Jlllch power to
certain departments.
He has had the support of the building principal, for he hired
him to teach in the foreign language department many years ago.
In ~ r y , department heads at Adams High School vary in their

abilities to get change implemented.

Those who are more politically

aware and astute have learned how to proceed.
become involved and who should not.

They know who should

Those less aware of change as a

political process have not been so successful in implementing change.
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The department heads at Adams perceive the principal to be leas
involved in change than administrators at the central office.

In many

situations they work more closely with the central office administrators that they do with the building administrators.

In a school dis-

trict in which both schools must have the same program, cooperation
between the two schools and the superintendent is essential.

Jefferson High School
Jefferson High School is located in the suburbs northwest of
Chicago.

'l'here are four other high schools in its district.

enrollment at Jefferson is 2,577 students.

'!be

Department heads are al-

lowed to be lllelllbers of the teachers' union.
Ms. Johnson

Ms. Johnson is head of the foreign language department at Jefferson High School.
years.

She has served in this position for twenty-two

There are eleven teachers in her department and she evaluates

all of them.

She teaches four classes herself and is a member of the

teachers' union.
Ms. Johnson has been involved in textbook changes for Spanish

and French. A problem of changing texts in this district has been and
is that all five high schools must use the same text.

She insisted

that each Spanish teacher at Jefferson look at all the proposed new
texts.

Then all the Spanish teachers at Jefferson had to vote on their

top choice.

This same process occurred at the other four high schools.

Since all schools must use the same text, teachers then must reach a
consensus in all five high schools.

This process has been long and
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"drawn out." Some teachers have not done their homework.

She feels

that this gives other teachers more power.
Once the teachers in her department have approved a text she
takes the choice to the principal for approval.

He serves on the

district curriculum conmittee where he has supported her choice for the
text.

The assistant superintendent chairs the cormtittee and has con-

trol of the agenda.
Ms. Johnson has not been unhappy with the procedure for changing

texts.

She stated however, that "If you've done your homework there is

really no problem."
Some changes are "handed down."

The foreign language department

must revise course objectives in order to "line up" with state requirements.

They have no choice in this.

The district administration told

this to the principal who then passed the message on to the department
heads.

They have had to work half-day institutes and other days as

well to get this done.

Ms. Johnson has delegated this duty to "lead

teachers" within the department and holds them responsible for getting
things done.
The largest obstacle has been that the teachers are tired.
simply have run out of energy.
teaching all day.
the day.

'Ibey

Much work has had to be done after

There has been little if any released time during

Ms. Johnson has given herself the duty of coordinating and

monitoring the work.

Another obstacle has been that all five high

schools in the district must have the same objectives.

Thus, she has

not been able to just revise objectives at Jefferson, but has had to
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work with the foreign language department heads at the other schools to
make certain all five sets of objectives were uniform.
The principal has provided time to travel to other schools and
has "covered" some classes for teachers to allow them to do some work
during the day.

He has been supportive but Ms. Johnson felt that even

more released time is needed.

She is not pleased at all with the

pressure to change objectives.

This is because, she feels, the state

has changed its mind so often.

Just as the teachers seem to be getting

on the "right track" new changes are handed down.
In sUJ1111ary, there has been little time for "teacher development." Many iq>rovements and changes have not been feasible due to the
lack of time.
Mr. Lane
Mr. Lane is head of the Science Department at Jefferson High
School.

He has held this position for eighteen years.

He evaluates

the seventeen teachers in his department and teaches three classes
himself.

He is a member of the teachers' union.

Mr. Lane opposed one major change in the district.

Several

science department heads wanted to pilot new classes in Advanced Placement Biology and Advanced Placement Chemistry.

The change had to be

approved by the district curriculum conmittee, made up of the five
principals. the five department heads, and the assistant superintendent.

Each member of this conmittee had one vote and any change had to

receive a majority of the votes cast.

Department heads had equal

voting power with administrators because the union was able to get this
included in the teacher contract.
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He "got on the phone and whispered in the ear" of other department heads.
change.

He tried to convince them that there was no need for this

It did not work.

Even the principal of Jefferson voted with

the other schools on the AP Biology class.
Lane's vote being the only negative one.

The vote was 10-1, with Mr.
As to the AP Chemistry class,

he "saw the writing on the wall" and actually voted for it, making the
decision unanimous.
Mr. Lane felt that there were several factors at work here.
First, the times had changed.

People in the cOlllllWlity wanted higher

ACT scores, tougher classes, etc. Also, the assistant superintendent
has been the dominant force on the cOIIIRittee, getting what he wanted.
For example, the assistant superintendent was absent from a meeting
once.

The coaaittee made a decision which the assistant superintendent

did not like. When the assistant superintendent saw the outcome he had
the decision voided on a technicality.
Mr. Mills
Mr. Mills is head of the math department at Jefferson High
School.

He has held this position for twenty-one years.

nineteen teachers in his department.
teaches three classes himself.

There are

He evaluates these teachers and

He is a member of the teachers' union.

Mr. Mills has been generally pleased with the change process in
his district.

The fact that all five high schools must use the same

text has not been a major problem.

The procedure is well known.

The

Jefferson principal, as well as Mr. Mills himself, serves on the district curriculum committee~

The two of them "keep cOlllfflWlication open."

Text changes are taken to the committee only after teachers in all five
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schools have had a chance to make a reconnendation.
"handed down."

Some

changes are

For example, the district office has announced tha~ all

five high schools must pilot a new class in Algebra next year.

He

stated that there is really little that can be done when change is
"handed down."
Most opposition to change in the district has
math department heads.

C0ll9

from other

'Ihe math department heads meet on Friday even-

ings throughout the year.

'.these meetings have become quite vocal.

One

factor that offsets this problem has been that the other four •th
heads had at one time taught in his department at Jefferson.

Equally

important has been that the assistant superintendent was a formr math
teacher at Jefferson.
He

has very little contact with the superintendent.

changes are "handed out."

He

Most

has seen very few changes from the "bot-

tom up." Within the high school itself most change is subconscious and
simply evolves.

He

stated that there is not enough t i • to plan im-

provements and'changes and that most of the time he just responded to
district orders.
Mr. Niven
Mr. Niven is head of the social studies department at Jefferson
High School.

He has been in this position for fourteen years.

He

evaluates the fourteen teachers in his department and teaches three
classes himself.

He is a member of the teachers' union.

He is quite proud of one change he has been able to get instituted.

He was able to get a conununity service requirement for

students during their senior year in high school.

'!his was first
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piloted in 1973, at a time when the district did not require all high
schools to have a uniform curriculum.

He talked to teachers who had

senior social studies classes to get their support.

The district was

skeptical of the entire program, but the principal was open to suggestions.

He "just walked into the principal's office and presented the

program." The fact that the program was not costly helped convince the
principal and the district.

With the principal's help he was able to

get the district to approve this program for Jefferson alone.

Mr.

Niven stated that the district was "less rigid" then and doubts whether
such a plan would be approved today.
Another change was generated by a classroom teacher.
er in his department had a background in law.

One teach-

He asked Mr. Niven if it

were possible to pilot a class in law at Jefferson.

'lbe principal and

district curriculum conmi.ttee approved and now it is offered at all
five high schools within the district.
He has mixed feelings about the district curriculum conmi.ttee.
The eleven members - five principals, five department heads, and the

assistant superintendent - have much power.

However, if the five

department heads can reach consensus and convince just one of the

administrators they can usually get what they want.
major difficulties;

'lbere are two

getting the five department heads to agree on

anything, and preventing the principals from being "underhanded."
Further, Mr. Niven believes the process to be too slow.

The entire

procedure could be better were there some curriculum knowledge and
leadership at the district level.

He feels the entire change process
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is controlled by the building principals through the district curriculum conmittee.
Mr. Olson
Mr. Olson is head of the English department at Jefferson High
school.

He has been in this position for sixteen years.

He teaches

three classes and evaluates the twenty-six teachers in his department.
He is a member of the teachers' union.
The biggest change for Mr. Olson has been mandated by the state
of Illinois.
uation.

It involves a more comprehensive system of teacher eval-

With twenty-eight teachers in his department the new system of

evaluation has taken him too much time.

But he had no voice in this -

it was simply handed down by the district office.
He has been working on getting teachers to utilize computers
more frequently in teaching writing.

He has held department meetings,

sent teachers to conferences, and conducted workshops.

Much of the

teacher opposition has occurred because they are afraid of computers.
Much of this fear has been due to lack of knowledge of technology.
Thus, a large part of his strategy has been to get teachers to become
more knowledgeable about how the computer can work for them.
district has been most supportive.

The

It has offered classes in computers

that teachers can take for advancement on the salary schedule.

The

district has approved travel money to visit other schools to see how
they use computers.
Mr. Olson stated that he has not had time to initiate many
changes, and that he is certain the new teacher evaluation program has
hurt his teaching effectiveness.
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In SUlalry, the change process at Jefferson is complicated by
the mandated uniformity among the five high schools in the district.
oepartment heads must develop strategies for their own department,
school, other schools, and the district office.

They must realize that

the central office administration is critical to any significant
change.

curriculum change is channeled through standing cOlllllittees.

With more people involved in the decision-making process attempts at
change demand more political knowledge and skill.
ficult to reach consensus on some proposed changes.

It has been difMany changes have

been initiated from the top levels. of the hierarchy and the department
heads have had to implement them.
Department heads at Jefferson are "tired." 'Ibey perceive themselves as not having enough time to teach and handle their responsibilities as department head.

Thus, they feel that performing a leader-

ship role in the change process is quite difficult.

Madison High School
Madison High School is located in the suburbs south of Chicago.
It is one of three high schools in its district, and has an enrollment
of 2,428 students.

Department heads in this school district are al-

lowed to be lllelllbers of the teachers' union, but do not evaluate teachers.
Mr. Peterson
Mr. Peterson is head of the social studies department at Madison
High School.

He has held that position for twenty-one years.

He has
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fourteen teachers in his department and teaches four classes himself.
He is a member of the teachers' union and does not evaluate teachers.
He explained that the role of the department head has changed in
his district within the past three years.
four assistant principals.

At his school there are now

These four assistant principals are respon-

sible for teacher evaluation.

The department head is consulted but has

little power in the evaluation process.

Since department Jleads no

longer evaluate teachers their released time has been reduced.

He used

to teach three classes but now teaches four.
The administration had wanted department heads out of the union:
the union had wanted department heads in the union.

The entire issue

was settled through the most recent collective bargaining agreement
when it was decided that department heads 'WOUld remain in the union but
would not evaluate teachers and would have less released time.
Mr. Peterson stated that he now handles curriculum as his •in
duty and works through one of the assistant principals.

Each depart-

ment head at Madison reports to one of the four assistant principals.
This change has not affected his relationship with the teachers in his
department.

In fact, both he and the teachers would prefer a return to

the old way - when he evaluated them.
He

is heavily involved in curriculum.

He and

three teachers

from his department have been working with teams from the other two
high schools to complete the state mandated work on objectives and
assessment.

They developed a proposal that would increase the social

studies requirements at all three high schools from two years to three
years.
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Other departments at Madison felt threatened by this proposal.
since students are not required to take classes in business education,
vocational education, music, and art, teachers in these areas were
afraid that additional classes in social studies would "rob them" of
students.

Meetings of the curriculum council at Madison, where each

department has one representative, were "quite vocal and heated."
Opponents of the third year of social studies went to the principal,
the superintendent, and even spoke before the school board.

However,

the board supported the new requirement as part of its new emphasis on
academic requirements.
Social studies has now proposed that economics be a class required of all sophon>res. At present students may satisfy the state
consumer education requirement by taking economics, a social studies
class, or consumer education, a business education class.

The business

education department has opposed the proposed change to make economics
required.
'lbe superintendent and assistant superintendent supported the
third year requirement and have supported the proposal for requiring
all sophomores to study economics.

'Ibey have convinced the school

board to pay the tuition for any teacher who wishes to take classes in
world history or geography in order to get certified to teach ~m.
'lbe administration originally offered this opportunity only to teachers
of social studies.

Now they have expanded it to allow any teacher in

the district to get tuition reimbursement for these classes.

The

industrial arts head has opposed this for fear that teachers there
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would be transferred to the social studies department.

However, there

are now forty teachers in the district taking advantage of the plan.
Mr. Quincy
Mr. Quincy is head of the math department at Madison High
school.

He has held this position for three years.

was a teacher in the math department.

Prior to that he

He has sixteen teachers in his

department and teaches four classes himself.

He is a member of the

union and does not evaluate teachers.
He became department head when the former head became assistant
principal three years ago.
and "sell it to them."

He has to propose any change to a comittee

If that camnittee approves it, he "must sell it

to the district." Mr. Quincy stated an example of this was when he and
the department heads in the district wanted to go from a three semester
requirement in Algebra to a four-semester require•nt.

He had to get

it approved at his school and then approved by a district connittee.
Most change in the district has been handed down and it has been
his role to implement it.

He has had a say in hiring of new teachers

but the assistant principal has a bigger voice.

He felt that this is

wrong, because the district tends to hire the cheapest teacher and not
necessarily the best teacher.
Prior to the most recent teacher contract each department head
taught two classes and did teacher evaluations.

He disagreed with Mr.

Peterson as to how the change in status and role of the department head
occurred.

Whereas Mr. Peterson stated that it was negotiated, Mr.

Quincy stated that the superintendent simply met with all department
heads and told them of their new status.
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Prior to three years ago it was rare to see any teacher receive
a poor evaluation.

Now "they go after the bad ones."

Even though the

department head no longer evaluates teachers, the benefit of this
change is that now the role of the department head has been clarified.
Before, the department head was not sure whether he was an administrator or a teacher.
Ms.

Now

he knows he is a teacher.

Reston
Ms. Reston is head of the English department at Madison High

School.

She has held this position for three years.

She has twenty-

eight teachers in her department and teaches three classes herself.
She is a 1118111ber of the teachers' union and does not evaluate teachers.
She beca.. department head the year the district changed the
status of department heads.

She is called "instructional leader," but

having only two released periods and no power to evaluate has severely
restricted her "leadership" function.

She has no responsibility for

nor time to work toward iq,roving the department.

She chairs the

district English ccmnittee which has been working on the state mandates.
She has delegated much of the work on objectives and assessment
required by the state to cc:aaittees of teachers.

This way the teachers

are required to participate and perhaps "buy into" the system.
ever, she was out for six weeks recovering from surgery.

How-

While she was

gone several teachers in her department refused to write test items
that had to be submitted to the district committee.

The principal and

assistant principal met with those teachers and told them to Hdo it."
They grumbled and delayed.

When Ms. Reston returned to work and dis-
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cussed the problem with the teachers the grumbling stopped and the work
began.
The principal has been very supportive of her and any changes
she made.

He is a "curriculum man." He has been working with depart-

ment heads to determine ways to improve ACr test scores.

The superin-

tendent is new and Ms. Reston has not had time to form an opinion of
him.
Ms. Smith
Ms. Smith is head of the foreign language department at Madison

High School.

She has held the position for one year.

She teaches

three classes and serves in a district coordinator position.

She has

six teachers in her department, is a union •mber, and does no evaluations.
One of the first changes she tried was to get the three Spanish
teachers to join the Spanish teachers' professional association.

She

had been a member for a long ti• and found membership valuable and
rewarding.

The German teachers in the department had been members of a

similar association in the past (there are no German teachers in the
department now) •
At her first department meeting she "pushed" for the Spanish
teachers to join the association.

There was no response.

She then

posted materials in the office and began to provide the teachers with
as much material as she could.

She consistently emphasized the benefit

to students of having their teachers involved.

Two

joined and took their students to several meetings.

teachers then
When these stu-
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dents

won

some competitions and got newspaper coverage the other teach-

er was convinced.

Peer pressure led her to join.

Ms. Smith also tried to change the room assignment of a teacher.

The teacher was new and had to teach in five different rooms.
to the principal asking if he could help her.

He

She went

said he could not ask

teachers in other departments to help when all the other teachers in
the foreign language department were unwilling to help.

So Ms. Smith

went to two teachers in her own department, and they were willing to
cooperate.

She felt that had she ordered the change it would have led

to resentment and lack of cooperation on other issues.
Mr. 'Ihomas
Mr. 'Ihanas is head of the science department at Madison High
School.

He has held this position for twenty years.

teachers in his department and teaches four classes.

He

has sixteen

He is a union

member and does not evaluate teachers.
When enrollment was increasing he wanted to increase the number
of laboratory science classes.
ported him.

'!he

One of the assistant principals sup-

principal was skeptical.

subnitted it to the principal.

He

wrote his proposal and

He met with the principal to discuss

his proposal and found that "You cannot get change by just proposing
it." He had to meet with another assistant principal to convince him
that the change would not be detrimental to the building's master
schedule. After persuading him that this would not hurt the master
schedule, Mr. Thomas went back to the principal and had his proposal
approved.
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'111e most difficult thing about making changes has been that all
three high schools must do the same thing.

'111is has made it difficult

for a high school to develop a program specifically suited for its
student body.

A

second difficulty is that you must get the teachers to

"buy into" the change.
get it implemented.

If they do not do this it will be difficult to

However, the principal of Madison is a former

science teacher and this has helped him tremendously.

Mr. Thomas stated that he has been involved in a second change
also.

He and

the other teachers have had to modify their teaching

techniques and expectations "as the quality of student has declined."
Some teachers opposed this but they had to change "in self-defense."
'111e assistant principals, who do the evaluation, insured that all
teachers will change when needed.

Mr. 'l'homas is opposed to the system

of evaluation used now, calling it a "menu" or checklist.

He argued

that the assistant principal does not understand the content of a
science class; if a teacher has an orderly room the teacher is considered to be teaching well.

He felt that the

has destroyed morale in his department.

new

evaluation system

It has been difficult for him

to make changes recently because he has had neither time nor power.
In --.ry, department heads at Madison High School perceive
themselves as lacking the power and authority needed to be educational
leaders.

'111ey feel that their authority and status have been

diminished since the building administration assumed the teacher evaluation responsibility.
by "selling" it.
own departments.

Most believe that change must be brought about

They lack the power to mandate change within their
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They have had their teaching responsibilities increased also.
'Itleir role has been clarified - they are teachers.

Most attempts at

change have been in the area of curriculum.

Monroe High School
Monroe High School is located in the suburbs west of Chicago.
It has an enrollment of more than 2,600 students and is one.of two high
schools in its district.

Department heads in this school are allowed

to join the teachers' union.
Mr. Unger
Mr. Unger is head of the science department at Monroe High
School.

He has held this position for nineteen years.

teachers in his department.

He teaches three classes.

He has twelve
He evaluates

teachers and is a member of the union.
Mr. Unger stated that one change he wanted was to create a
college-prep biology class for freshmen.

Freshmen had been allowed to

take biology before, but they had been placed into classes with sophomores, juniors, and seniors.

He felt that freshmen would fare better

and learn more in a class of their own.

The two high schools in the

district have to have the same curriculum and the other school was
opposed to creating a separate biology class for freshmen.
Mr. Unger went to the assistant superintendent for curriculum
and asked if Monroe High School could pilot the class for one year.
was given permission to do this.

He

He then put one-half of those fresh-

men taking biology into separate classes; he put the other half into
the traditional classes.

He pre-tested and post-tested each group.

At
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the end of the year the freshmen in the separate class not only had
made the greater improvement in scores, but had attained the higher
overall scores.

He then took this information to the assistant super-

intendent, who took it to the school board.

The board then required

that there be separate biology classes for freshmen at both schools the
following year.
According to Mr. Unger, the principal at Monroe has not been an
educational leader.

He stated that the principal was hired to iq,rove

public relations, that he is not knowledgeable about curriculum, but
that "he is a nice guy."

He

stated that change has not come from the

principal'& office but from that of the assistant superintendent.
superintendent has not been involved in change either.

'!he

He has a busi-

ness background and was the business manager of the district prior to
becoming superintendent.

The principal was a successful athletic coach

prior to attaining his present position.
Mr. Unger asserted that when a department head wants change, he
"bypasses" the principal and goes to the assistant superintendent.

'!he

principal doesn't want to be "involved." The principal has not held
regularly scheduled meetings with the department heads, and allows them
"to do their own thing."
Ms. Villard
Ms. Villard is head of the foreign language department at Monroe
High School.

She has held the position for nine years.

She supervises

and evaluates seven teachers and teaches four classes herself.

a member of the union.

She is
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She elaborated on several changes accomplished within the past
few years.

First, she wanted to computerize the foreign language lab

at Monroe. At the time the lab needed major improvements just to
maintain its traditional function.

She decided to get computers for

the lab while it was under consideration for remodeling.

She felt that

a request for a large number of computers would be turned down for
financial reasons.
used.

Thus, she asked for one computer that was not being

She taught herself how to use the computer and then asked for a

second computer.

She was able to back her request for the second

computer by demonstrating how the first one was being used.
that she "showed hard data to the right people."
her strategy, she said:

She said

Further explaining

"Sometimes I was just a - - - .

You do what

you have to do." Since she had little confidence that any administrator at the building level even knew what was occurring in foreign
language classes, she worked with those "persons who hold the purse
strings." She was able to get some computers for the lab from the
principal, some from the assistant superintendent, and the rest from
the superintendent.

She summarized this change effort when she stated

that "I started campaigning four years ago.

I got

IfFf

last computer two

weeks ago."
Ms. Villard has instituted many other changes within her depart-

ment in the past five years.

These changes include a Mardi Gras as a

fund raiser, a foreign language "olympics," roller skating parties, and
a variety of activities.
She hired all the teachers in the department and was able to
select teachers who "go along with her." The assistant superintendent
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for curricultml has been very supportive.

In fact she convinced him of

the desirability of awarding credit toward graduation for those st~dents who were able to show proficiency in the first year of a foreign
language without taking the class.

The assistant superintendent went

to the superintendent "to fight her battles for her."
She claimed that she has had very little contact with the build-

ing principal.

She stated that he is excellent in conducting public

relations and has made all persons around him "happy." She bypasses
him and

goes

directly "to the source." Ms. Villard said that the

principal knows this but does not care.
Ms.

Wilson
Ms.

Wilson heads the English department at Monroe High School.

She has held this position for nine years.

She has thirty teachers in

her department and teaches one class herself.

She evaluates teachers.

She is allowed to join the union but has choaen not to do so.

Ms. Wilson has been involved in several changes in the past five

years, using different strategies for each.
thinking skills into all English classes.
center.

She worked to incorporate
She instituted a writing

She has increased teacher use of microcomputers for teaching

writing.
Her basic strategies have been in-service, group meetings,
committee work, IIIOdeling, professional reading, and, "when all else
fails, requiring the change."
Some teachers have been resistant to change, whether it
trying a new technique, using a computer, or piloting a

new

be

text.

But
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Ms. Wilson asserted that she has persisted, observed, monitored, discussed, and even issued directives.
The principal has always approved any changes but has not become
involved himself.

She stated that "basically I operate alone."

example, she "holds teachers accountable through evaluation.

For

If they

are not teaching the curriculum, it shows up on their evaluation."

In

getting the teachers to use microcomputers she "had to get pushy." The
central office personnel supported her in this effort and provided time
and money for in-service.
computers.

One "grump" was vocal about refusing to use

Ms. Wilson said "I talked to him about leaving this school.

He now is involved."
Mr. Yount
Mr. Yount is head of the math department at Monroe High School.
He has held the position for two years.
his department and evaluates them.

He has seventeen teachers in

He teaches three classes and is a

member of the teachers' union.
Mr. Yount shared several changes in which he has been involved.
First, he did not like the final exam schedule and system that had been
used in math at Monroe for twenty years.

He delegated responsibility

to teams of teachers to revise and improve it.

This was the first time

teachers had ever been asked their opinion on the exam schedule.
Another change involved getting pay for the math team coach.
Until Mr. Yount became department head the coach had not been paid.
Mr. Yount went to the principal who "sat on the proposal.ti Mr. Yount
was upset at first, but not later.

The principal told him that he

would hold it "until the time was right."

The principal took the
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proposal to the superintendent just before the school board released
its state mandated "report card" showing how the district was doing in
several categories.

The principal told Mr. Yount that this was the

time to do it because the administration could go to the public with
some positive news to offset the negative news of the report card.

The

principal remarked to him that "timing is of the essence." When the
principal presented the proposal to the superintendent, Mr. Yount was
able to back the proposal with supporting data.

He was successful in

getting a salary for the math coach.
Mr. Yount wanted to build a display case outside the math office
to honor students frOlll math classes.

The idea had come from a teacher.

Mr. Yount pursued this for the teacher. When the display case was
built, he gave all credit to the teacher.

The teacher felt good about

the entire process and learned that the math department head will
listen to him.
Another change was implemented as a side effect of the state
mandated focus on objectives, assessment, and teacher evaluation.

Mr.

Yount used this opportunity to concentrate on teaching techniques in
both pre-observation and post-observation conferences with his teachers. At each of these he has focused discussion on research-based
effective teaching techniques.

The result of this has been that teach-

ers are now talking to each other about teaching.

It has had "in-

credible results." His teachers have been changing the way they teach
and letting him know about it.
Mr. Yount said that the strategy he favors is to select a few
catalysts, convince them, and let them convince others~ He has re-
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ceived no resistance in most of his change efforts.

His biggest prob-

lem has been lack of time to be as thorough as he should be.
The principal has left him alone to solve his

own

problems.

Mr.

Yount stated that "he does not give much direction but lots of encouragement.

He knows when and how to do things."

is "almost a God."

The superintendent

He has not seen him often, but the superintendent

also gives the department head a lot of "leeway."
Mr. Yount stated that his main strategy in all things has been
to try to remve as many impediments from teachers as possible.

He

claimed that "you must get teachers involved and one way to do this is
to delegate responsibility and authority.
recognition."

But you must give teachers

Further, he asserted, "You must get teachers involved

early in the change process •••• It gives them ownership in the change."
In su.ary, department heads at Monroe High School perceive
themselves as educational leaders having the power to initiate and
implement change.

They do not view the principal as involved in the

change process but that he stands aside and allows them to lead.
department heads have learned the politics of change.

These

They have learn-

ed to seek the support of those persons in the hierarchy who can help
them get things done.

Van Buren High School
van Buren High School is located in the suburbs west of Chicago.
It had an enrollment of more than 2,500 students in the 1987-88 school
year.

There is one other high school in the district.

The principal

stated that if a department head spends less than one-half of the
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school day teaching he or she may not join the union; if he or she
spends more than one-half of the day teaching, he or she may join the
union.
Mr. Allen
Mr. Allen is head of the science department at Van Buren High
School.

He has served in this position for longer than fourteen years.

He supervises twenty-six teachers and teaches three classes himself.
He evaluates teachers and is a member of the union.
Mr. Allen stated that he is active in the change process, primarily by selling his ideas to others.
in science at Van Buren.

There used to be just one track

Teachers complained that grades were bi-

modal, falling at the two ends of the bell-shaped curve.

He discussed

this with the department head at the other high school in the district.
The two of them studied the grade distribution at both schools and then
surveyed the students as to how they felt about a possible tracking
program.

The students were split.

He and the department head at the

other school wanted to institute the new system at the begiming of the
present school year but the other school was not ready.

The district

office has insisted on uniformity between the two schools and stated
that both schools must wait for one more year.

Mr. Allen stated that

"the district office did not want to create conmunity problems between
the two schools."
He stated that he uses one basic change strategy - hire the best
teachers available and then use the staff as a sounding board.
Allen has always viewed himself as a facilitator of change.

Mr.

The ad-

ministration in the building has always supported him and he has had
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little if any resistance from the teachers.

He felt that this was

because he has given them "trust, responsibility, and authority."
He has had a change in the number of teachers he supervises.
The department head in industrial technology no longer wanted to hold
that position but to return to the classroom as a full-time teacher.
'lhe principal asked Mr. Allen if he would be interested in bringing the
industrial technology teachers into the science department and call the
department that of Science and Technology.

Mr. Allen had some classes

in industrial technology and did not mind.

He stated that the prin-

cipal could have done it without asking him, but that the principal "is
just not that kind of guy." He stated that his department was not the
first to be cOlllbined with another.

The social studies department head

has had the nrusic and art teachers added to his department.
Mr. Allen stated that he was pleased that the new teachers to
his department - the industrial tech teachers - have responded to his
change efforts.

He has concentrated on sending them to conferences.

They came back recently with an idea to teach robotics.

He

accepted

their idea, took it "higher up" and now there is a robotics program at
the school.
Mr. Baker
Mr. Baker is head of the English department at Van Buren High
School.

He has held this position for more than twenty-one years.

'!here are twenty-four teachers in the department.
Until this year he taught three classes.
but has other duties.

He evaluates them.

He now teaches only one class

He is a member of the union.
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For the ·past several years he has been trying to increase the
in-service time for his teachers "from zero to something." He had been
successful in getting three early morning sessions for staff development activities.

On

these days teachers had to arrive at their regular

time but students would arrive later.

However, Mr. Baker claimed,

these days have been "usurped" in the past two years for working on
state mandates and preparation for a North Central evaluation.
The strategy that he had used to get these in-service days was
to "lobby" the new assistant superintendent.

She had been enthusiastic

and agreed with him that there was a definite need for some time during
the day.

The two of them were able to persuade the superintendent to

set aside three mornings during the year for teachers to work on staff
develop.nent.

He had been working on this for years but the district

had taken the position that staff developnent was essentially that of
finding ways to reduce the stress on teachers.

He

was really pleased

that the new assistant superintendent viewed staff developnent differently.
In May of 1986 he received permission to establish a writing lab
aimed at improving the composition skills of juniors.
rationale and presented it to the assistant principal.

He wrote the
The two of them

were able to get a room and a teacher for four periods a day.

The next

year they were able to get a teacher and room for seven periods and
hired an aide.

He ran into opposition from several teachers who were

insecure that their teaching would be evaluated by the teacher in the
writing lab.

Lab teachers themselves could not agree on the proper

techniques for teaching writing.

The regular classroom teachers viewed
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the writing lab teachers as "elitist" and resented their not having a
full teaching load.
The assistant principal for instruction and administrators from

the central office helped him to overcome this resistance.
cipal did not become involved at all.

He

The prin-

has still not overcome all

resistance to the lab, but, were he to do it again, he would rotate all
',

teachers into the lab.

He has learned that teachers do no like receiv-

ing any information that indicates that they might need to illi)rove or
change their teaching.
He

found non-tenured teachers to be more cooperative in utiliz-

ing the writing lab.

'lhese teachers have been "less structured" and

have not had a set philosophy developed over the years.
He has proposed a semester elective program in English but has
been opposed by the guidance department.

He felt that the reason this

department opposed this was that it would make their job more demanding.

'!'his issue has not been resolved.

Ms. Crown
Ms. Crc,wn is head of the foreign language department at Van
!

Buren High School.

She has held this position for fifteen years.

She

teaches three classes and evaluates the eleven teachers in the department.

She is a member of the union.
Ms. Crown has been active in change in the past three years.

A

North Central Association evaluation had pointed out the need for
enrichment programs in Spanish at the sophomore, junior, and senior
levels.

She used this recommendation to push for change.

The former

principal had been "laissez-faire." Neither he nor any other person in
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the district had given her any training in how to be a department head.
The new principal has provided training in evaluation, budgeting,
observing, and in other areas as well.

She used this training as well

as the North Central proposal as "weapons." This was much more successful than when she had been "crusading" alone.

She felt that "the

North Central Association is a tremendous instrument for change."
She went to the assistant superintendent, whose son had been
bored in an advanced level Spanish class, and convinced him to allow
her to try a pilot program.

She started with twenty students in the

second year of Spanish and now has as many as twenty seniors taking the
Advanced Placement exam in Spanish.
'!here was opposition at the start and there has been opposition
all along.

Teachers who were not involved in the enrichment classes

disliked having tlleir brighter students removed from class.

Ms. Crown

stated that most of the Spanish teachers in her department are really
"journeymen." She has taught the enrichment classes herself.
She has also established an exchange program with Costa Rica.
Teachers in her department had mixed feelings about this.
cussed this with h~r "best" French teacher.
assistant superintendent for help.
took the proposal to the board.

She dis-

They went to the new

He supported them and the three

It was approved.

Ms. Crown stated

that "you must find the key person and the two of you plan together."
Further, she stated, the people must be able to work together well
because change requires time.

The principal was not involved at all in

this proposal but "he trusted us and gave us responsibility."
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She argued that "the department head has to sell."

She knows

that she is "not a diplomatic person." She prefers telling people just
where she stands.
Mr. Dunn
Mr. Dunn is head of the math department at Van Buren High School
and has held the position for nineteen years.

He

evaluates the eight-

een teachers in his department and teaches two classes.

He stated that

he is a member of the union.
He and the department head at the other school jointly lead a
curriculum revision project.

They coq,letely changed the course struc-

ture for the junior and senior years.

This required hundreds of hours

and tremendous dedication and COlllltitment.
The principal has been supportive but not involved.

He has

asked to be kept informed but has deferred to the assistant superintendent for curriculum in working on change in class offerings.
Mr. Dunn and his counterpart at the other high school have
worked well together and with the teachers and assistant superintendent.
He felt that there have not been many changes initiated by the
principal or superintendent but that most changes have been initiated
by department heads or teachers.

This has even been true to a limited

extent in fulfilling the state mandates.

The assistant superintendent

called him to ask his advice as to how the district should proceed.
In ~ r y , department heads at Van Buren High School view the
change process as a team effort.

They have learned to work with their

counterpart at the other high school in the district in the area of
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curriculum change.
when applicable.

They have worked with the assistant superintendent
Most perceive the building principal to be suppo_rtive

of their efforts more than directly involved in them.
lized a variety of strategies successfully.

They

have uti-

Some have "sold" a change;

some have forced a change; others have manipulated a change.

Jackson High School
Jackson High School is located in the suburbs north of Chicago.
It is one of two high schools in its district and has an enrollment of
approximately 2,050.

Department heads in this school district are not

allowed to be JleD:>erB of the teachers' union.
Mr. Fischer
Mr. Fischer is head of the foreign language department at Jackson High School.
years.

He

has held that position for more than eighteen

There are thirteen teachers in his department.

three classes and evaluates teachers.

He

He

teaches

is not a member of the union.

Mr. Fischer said that until 1972 department heads were allowed
to be members of the union.

But in that year there was a strike.

Following the strike the position of department head was reclassified
and

given 110re authority.

He

became responsible for the departnmt

budget and for hiring new teachers.

He has run the department since

then as the principal has run the school.
changes and these have occurred slowly.

There have been small
He has brought in ideas from

his professional associations and shared them.

There have been no

"revolutionary" changes during his tenure as department head.

Instead,

he has worked to change things through trying to reach consensus in the
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department.

He has never inp,sed a change and teachers have at times

reached consensus on changes that he has opposed.
His only requirement has been that any change proposed by a
teacher be well researched and documented.

He has a veteran staff and

has not had to worry about "weeding out" bad teachers.

His teachers

have been cooperative and the principal and superintendent have 9ranted
him freedom to run his own department.
Mr. Fischer has been trying to gain a high tech lab for foreign
language for years.

He

has "screamed" with no success.

He

stated that

Jackson does not need to do the same things as the other school in the
district.

In fact, Mr. Fischer states, "We are autonomous, quite

independent."
Mr. Gable
Mr. Gable is head of the science department at Jackson High
School.

He has held this position for sixteen years.

seventeen teachers in the department.

He evaluates the

He teaches one class and is not

a member of the union.
Mr. Gable stated "I have an incredible amount of power as an
instructional supervisor."

He

controls the budget, does evaluations,

hires and fires, schedules the staff and classrooms, and has a department custodian.

He received the separate custodian because he "asked

for him." He has autonomy within curriculum matters but has to abide
by district policy.

He even handles disciplinary matters for teachers

within his department.
One change he has initiated has been to "create a physics teacher." He hired a biology/chemistry teacher.

He assigned this person to
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teach one physics class his first year and another physics class his
second year.
teacher.

He required him to observe the physics class of a veteran

This became the fifth assignment of the new teacher.

He has

successfully urged him to begin a masters program in physics.
He has also changed an earth science teacher into a chemistry
teacher.

He used similar tactics.

There has been no resistance.

He has provided in-service for all teachers at every opportunity.

He has used his power of assigning teaching duties.

The prin-

cipal has left supervision of the science department to him.

He 111.lSt

assign several teachers each year to building duties, such as hall or
study hall duties.

He has used this to assure cooperation.

Change has occurred through the evaluation system.

He has tied

each year's evaluation of a teacher to goals for the year.

If he

wished a teacher to change he made that the goal for the teacher and
evaluated him as to how well he has implemented the change.
Most changes in the curriculum have been accomplished through
the team leader of a particular subject.

He

responsible for implementing changes.

has had good success in this,

and

He

has held the team leader

change has occurred slowly.
Mr. Gable stated that most change at Jackson has occurred

through the leadership of the "instructional supervisor."

He

stated

that the principal has not operated "at our level."
Mr. Henderson
Mr. Henderson is head of the social studies department at Jackson High School.

He has held this position for sixteen years, and now

has responsibility for the gifted program as well.

He has seventeen
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teachers in his department.

He evaluates teachers but is not a member

of the union.
Mr. Henderson, as are others at Jackson, is called an instructional supervisor rather than a department head.

Mr. Henderson states

that is because the instructional supervisor at Jackson has not filled
the traditional role of the department head.

The principal at Jackson

has called the instructional supervisors "little principals." He
stated that mst department heads in other schools have really performed only clerical duties.

Mr. Henderson handles the budget, public-

ity, procurement, planning, and summer school for his department.

He

stated that he likes this because department heads at other schools
have become "emasculated."
Mr. Henderson stated that there has been only one rule of change
at Jackson High School

i-

"Don't surprise the boss." The "boss" has

hired people to do the job and if they have not done the job he has
"gotten rid of them." The principal has allowed each supervisor to
interpret his job responsibilities differently.
Mr. Henderson has created teams for each subject area in social
studies.

He has allowed and even demanded that they take responsibil-

ity for their own curriculum.

He has insisted that they create consis-

tency in the teaching of their subject.

His teachers have responded in

a professional way and have been cooperative.

He has even asked his

teachers to help him define his supervisory role.

Mr. Henderson has

always viewed his job as that of "gofer" for his teachers.

He has

disliked the hierarchy of a bureaucracy and worked to eliminate that in
his department. As a result, team leaders have been given authority as
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well as responsibility.

He has succeeded in getting one released

period for each of his team leaders.
He stated that there has been constant, steady change in the
social studies department.

It has occurred at the "grass roots" level

and has not been mandated from above.

Because change has occurred this

way teachers have "bought into it."
He stated that he tried to initiate and implement change as a
"little dictator" at first, but that it did not work.

He has now

changed to a more democratic mode, claiming that he grew tired of
"popping a valium every day."
Mr. Jones
Mr. Jones is head of the math department at Jackson High School.
He has held this position for sixteen years.

He evaluates the seven-

teen teachers in his department and teaches only one class himself.

He

is not a member of the union.
Mr. Jones stated that department heads used to be in the bar- ..
gaining unit, but that they are now administrators.

He could not

remember the year of the strike, but stated that it was "somewhere in
the past." The principal has called him "little principal" and given
him much discretionary power as well as responsibility.

The instruc-

tional supervisors meet with the principal weekly to get "conmmication
from the top down."
He has been and still is involved in one major change.

Since

the early part of this decade he has been working with the university
of Chicago in their math project.

He has co-authored a new text in

Algebra with a teacher from York High School in Elmhurst.

He has
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worked with teachers in his department to get them to recognize the
changes that must occur as the result of technology.
one change has been to allow students to use calculators in
math.

He had to change the attitudes of teachers to get this accom-

plished.

He

has also insisted that teachers utilize the university of

Chicago math program in their classrooms.
seventeen teachers have done so.
math program

(and

So

far thirteen of the

He has also worked to get the new

his text) incorporated into high schools nationwide.

He felt when he became department head that Nth was the dullest
part of the curriculum.
assess the program.

He inmediately worked to get teachers to re-

He encouraged teachers to be creative yet Nintain

the sequence in Nth.
He has very cooperative teachers in the Nth department.

has cane about through the work of the superintendent.
dent "stole" these teachers from farming cORIIIU!lities.

'l'tlis

'!he superintenHe and the

superintendent went to math institutes held at the university of Chicago and

lured these teachers from all over the Midwest to teach at

Jackson.
Mr. Jones has made certain that teachers in his departant get
released time during the day to work on changing the curriculum.

He

felt that asking a teacher to stay after work to do this would automatically make the teacher hostile to any change.
The administration has been very supportive.

Due to this sup-

port he has been able to incorporate the "new math" at all levels at
Jackson High School.

Mr. Jones stated that Jackson is "expected to be

a first rate high school" and that it has lived up to expectations.
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'ltle superintendent is "an idea person" who has constantly "fed us new
ideas." He has "rewarded innovation and achievement." The building
principal is "incredible." He has been the "cheerleader and a wonderful crap detector."

The principal has "energized the building and

given us authority and decision-making power."

Further, the principal

has operated without a rigid chain of conuand.

The superintendent has

even called "just to chat."
Mr. Lewis
Mr. Lewis is head of the English department at Jackson High
School.

He has held this position for four years.

teachers in his department.
one class himself.

He

has thirty-three

He evaluates these teachers and teaches

He is not a member of the teachers' union.

Mr. Lewis claimed that he is called an "instructional supervisor" rather than department head.

The principal has even called him

a "mini-principal." He has complete authority and responsibility
within the English department.

His biggest complaint has been that he

does not have enough time to think, and his biggest satisfaction has
come from improving morale within his department.
His greatest attempt and success at change has occurred in the
area of curriculum. When he became "instructional supervisor" the
department curriculum was still rooted in the sixties and seventies.
There was no consistency from year to year.

He has turned this around

to the point that there is now a consistency from year to year.

Con-

cepts and objectives nrust now be taught by all teachers of a particular
subject.

There is a core curriculum which all teachers nrust teach.
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Mr. Lewis was hired for his present position because he had a
program for change.

He had taught English at Jackson for years.

'lbe

administration at Jackson "turned the reins over to him" when he was
hired.

Since then there has really been no pressure upon him to ac-

tually implement his program.
To

change the English department he used a "gradual selling

program." He took a calculated risk in the eleventh grade program.
Before he became department head the curriculum for juniors at Jackson
had depended upon the teacher.

He told the teachers he wanted a uni-

form curriculum for the next school year and that "that was the end of
the discussion."

The teachers were shocked.

He understood that this

was not the "textbook way" of creating change. About half of the
teachers balked at this and the other half were delighted.

During the

year he met with the teachers for some of their meetings and allowed
them to •et without him for others.

He knew that he had to stand

aside and allow the teachers to do the work.
'!be team leader of the eleventh grade curriculum had been one of

the persons most resistant to change.

Mr. Lewis told the teacher that

she could either implement the change or find another area in which to
teach.

He did this tactfully and diplomatically while never really

giving the teacher a choice.

He stated, "The bottom line was that she

would go along or I'd find someone else to replace her." As she began
to "come around," Mr. Lewis gave her more authority.

She has learned

that this is "her curriculum" and has now become the most ardent proponent of the change.
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The principal has played almost no role in the changes.

He has

complimented the department head for his work but has left the c~ge
work to the department.

Mr. Lewis stated that the principal is "a

fabulously effective delegator.

Once he hires you he leaves you alone.

But if you don't do the work he will remove you."
Most supervisors do not work closely with the superintendent,
but have to go through the principal.

The superintendent has allowed

Jackson almost complete autonomy, and has not pressured anyone for
uniformity with the other high school in the district.

There has been

very little connunication between the two schools.
Mr. Lewis stated that the most valuable lesson he has learned in
four years is that many teachers are more concerned about where their
desk will be located than what they will teach.
In .-iry, department heads at Jackson High School consider

themselves highly professional and powerful.
leadership role in the change process.

They play an active

They perceive themselves as

"little principals" and have the confidence to be assertive leaders.
Department heads have strong loyalty to the building principal, and
believe that the building administration and district superintendent
have high expectations for them.

They do not even consider themselves

as department heads in the traditional sense but rather that they are
instructional supervisors and members of an administrative team.

Tyler High School
Tyler High School is located in the suburbs west of Chicago.
has an enrollment of approximately 2,150 students and is one of four

It
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high schools in its district.

Department heads are allowed to be

members of the union in this district.

(Although this school has.

department heads in English, math, social studies, science, and foreign
language, only two were willing to be interviewed.)
Ms. Miner
Ms. Miner is head of the foreign language department at Tyler
High School.

She has held that position for one year.

She evaluates

the eight teachers in her department and teaches four classes herself.
She is a member of the union.
Ms.

Miner became department head when the person who had held

the position for more than twenty-one years retired.

She had been a

teacher for more than twenty years when receiving the promotion.
She has been working on one significant change within the department - to get teachers more involved in decision-making.

'lhe

former department head had made unilateral decisions.

She had resented

that as a teacher and has no plan to follow his style.

She has tried

to hold an individual discussion with each teacher in the department at
least once a week, trying to anticipate problems before they occur.
She has been preparing the documentation necessary to dismiss a
teacher.

'lhis has never been done in her department.

Ms. Miner stated

that there have been some "bad" teachers but no one had ever done
anything for or to them.

She has a second year teacher who does not

interact well with the rest of the department.

She had shown some

improvement toward the end of her first year but has "slipped" in her
second year.

Ms.

Miner stated that she must show "just cause" for not

reconmending tenure for the teacher.

She has informed both the prin-
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cipal and the district superintendent.

They have stated they will

support her but that she must do her homework and be prepared.

Ms.

Miner claimed to be "quite nervous" about the entire situation.
She has had to handle a situation in her department with which
she feels even "veteran" department heads would have to struggle.
During the year it became known that one of the teachers has AIDS.
Even though the teacher has been suspended frOlll teaching for the rest
of the year, the teacher will return to the school in the spring to do
"administrative" duties.

Ms.

Miner is concerned that the teacher will

ask to be reinstated as a classroom teacher for the follO'#ing school
year.

She has worked well with students, other teachers, building and

district administrators to·keep the name of the teacher out of the
newspaper and other media.

Students and parents have been very under-

standable and supportive of her position.

She is most worried about

minority groups of parents in the COllmlJl'lity who might put pressure on
the school board not to reinstate the teacher next year.

She felt that

the situation is out of her hands.
She has changed the nature of determining when department meetings will be held.
date and a time.
time.

In the past the department head siq;,ly picked a
She has allowed her teachers to pick the date and

She stated that this has been successful - teachers appear to be

more willing to participate in meetings than in the past.
Mr. North
Mr. North is head of the science department at Tyler High School.

He has held this position for almost twenty-one years.

fifteen teachers in the science department.

There are

Mr. North evaluates these
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teachers and teaches three classes himself.

He

is a member of the

union.
Mr. North described several changes within the past two or three
years.

He has succeeded in getting science teachers to use computers

both inside and outside the classroom.

He has gotten them to experi-

ment with using an interactive video disk, videotaping of class activities, converting old film to videotape.

He has been able to up-

grade his computer capability as new equipment has become available.
He has streamlined course offerings and improved the quality of content.

He has recruited students for science both at Tyler High School

and at the "feeder" jmior high schools.

He

has actively recruited

female teachers and has them teaching all levels within the department.
He has worked with the math department head to implement a team-teaching situation in math and science.
When he needed a

new

physics teacher he looked to the Physical

Education department.

'Ibere was a teacher certified in science who was

"bored teaching P.E."

He

science department.

was able to get that teacher shifted to the

He scheduled him so that the "new" teacher would

have a free period at the same time that a veteran physics teacher did.
He did the same thing when he needed a chemistry teacher - "raided" the
PE department.

He stated that he "did not care what the PE department

thought - anyone can teach PE!"
All these changes were his ideas.
"made change on the rm."

Mr. North stated that he has

He felt that under ideal conditions he would

have had time to plan and organize for change.

However, he has not had
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ideal conditions.

He has tried to change from the bottom-up because he

has seen change implemented from the top-down fail too often.
One strategy he has utilized has been to model what he wants
others to do.

For instance, he brought in a computer from home and

demnstrated to the rest of the department what it could do.

'Ihe

members of the department then requested that the school purchase
computers for their use.

He did the same thing with his camera.

He

showed his teachers how they could produce pictures and slides for use
in their classes.

The teachers then requested that the school purchase

cameras for the department.
He has tried to run an "open" department where teachers will
share with each other and learn from each other.

He has been fortunate

to have a hard working group of teachers.

ror example, one teacher

arrives at work before 6:00 a.m. each day.

He has encouraged and

supported imovation and creativity.

Teachers have failed in many of

their experiments but he has always insisted that they keep trying.
Mr. North stated that there "is a need to be competitive with other
departments but cooperative within my own department."
He

has hired all the teachers in his department.

One of the

mst iq:,ortant criteria in selection was that he wanted a "team player"
who listens to the "coach" (himself).

He stated that since he has no

mney to reward teachers, he uses praise, recognition, and persuasion.
However, he stated that he controlled the scheduling of his teachers
and would use that power if needed.

The present principal was assistant principal when Mr. North
came to Tyler.

He has always been supportive of change within the
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science department.
extra money.

Mr. North stated that he must show "need" to get

He plans, organizes, and gathers data.

He knows that

there is always extra money beyond what appears in the budget. After
the budgetary process has supposedly been completed he goes to the
principal with his request for additional funds.

He believed that "if

the other department heads were not so lazy they could also get additional money. "
The administration has practiced the philosophy of "hire the
best people, give them resources, and stay out of their way."

He

stated that "the principal has always allowed me to sing my song."

'11\e

principal has always supported his choice for hiring a new teacher.
That way, Mr. North said "the new teacher is loyal to me and not the
principal." He had five "bad" teachers in the department when he
became the head, but he "worked at them until they left."
In ~ r y , the department heads interviewed at Tyler High
School tend to be quite active at change within their own departments
and less active in change outside the department.

They plan a leader-

ship role in the instructional program and model behaviors that they
want others to practice.

The perceive the administraton as supportive

of their efforts at change, whether the effort be to help a teacher to
improve or to encourage teachers to upgrade their use of technology.

Polk High School
Polk High School is located in the suburbs west of Chicago.
has an enrollment of more than 2,100 students.

It

There is one other high
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school in the district.

Department heads are allowed to join the

union.
Mr. Robbins
Mr. Robbins is head of the social studies department at Polk
High School.

He has held this position for fifteen years.

twelve .teachers in his department.
uates his teachers.

There are

He teaches three classes and eval-

He is a member of the union.

Mr. Robbins stated that he has worked to increase graduation
requirements from two years to three years.

He has gotten a world

studies class added to the required curriculum.
the district now has the same course.

He

The other school in

achieved this through talk-

ing, discussing, and overcoming some difficulties.
This world studies class must be the same at both high schools.
This need for uniformity has created difficulties.

There have been

philosophical differences between the social studies staffs at the two
high schools since he has been department head at Polk.

He attributed

this to the fact that when the second high school in the district was
opened it was staffed by newer, younger teachers.
ferred from Polk.

No

one was trans-

The staff at the second high school uses different

methods to teach social studies; in fact, they "have never been on the
same wave length" as Polk.
Mr. Robbins stated that former superintendents "just let it
happen."

Mr. Robbins said that the new superintendent has "put us

under the gun."

The superintendent has insisted upon uniformity in

texts, materials, and courses.

There had been attempts at doing this

in the past but the district administration had not been so dedicated
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to seeing it succeed.

The superintendent and assistant superintendents

had been older and tired, near retirement.
to really battle for the uniformity.

They had lacked the e~rgy

The new superintendent is younger

and has been in the district only two years.
superintendent with the same philosophy.

He hired an assistant

Mr. Robbins believed that

with these two in the central office "it is going to happen."
His teachers have resented the amount of time spent on creating
the uniformity between the schools.
in the effort to reach consensus.
are turning slowly."

He

want and let us do it"
ship.
and

asked:

He

There have been too many meetings
Mr. Robbins felt that "the wheels

''Why don't they just tell us what they

claimed that he is not "hung up" on owner-

He argued that two years of working on this has been too long,

that the central office does not have to be that democratic.

His

teachers have become alienated and are grumbling.
The principal at Polk used to be the principal at the other high
school in the district.

The principal at the second district high

school is new and serves on the social studies task force.

The Polk

principal has not been involved at all but has asked to be kept informed.
He repeated that his teachers are tired.

Every social studies

teacher has also been involved in the extra-curricular program and the
meetings "are killing them."
Mr. Robbins felt that the meetings were hurting his classrOODl
teaching as well as his department head duties.

He claimed that the

principal has been trying to implement too many changes too fast.

In
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addition, the administration has been holding meetings on "teacher
time" and not on "school time."
Mr. Stevens
Mr. Stevens is head of the math department at Polk High School.
He has held this position for thirteen years.
ers in his department.

He evaluates them.

He has seventeen teach-

He teaches two classes and

is a member of the union.
Mr. Stevens stated that the superintendent has required that
both schools in the district be the same.

Teachers and department

heads have been given "carte blanche" to create this uniformity.
Department heads have been given the leadership role.

He has viewed

this requirement as an opportunity to really improve the curriculum and
sequence of classes in math.
He "called in" three nationally known figures in math education
for a "math weekend." The district paid for a weekend for all math
teachers and the three consultants at a nice local hotel.

Teachers

were invited to attend but did not have to come. All but one teacher
attended and that one had a prior commitment.

Mr. Stevens felt that

the weekend was "phenomenal." '11ley were able to achieve their goal of
designing the framework of the new math curriculum.
He had opposed the idea of a task force in math at first.

But

the administration demonstrated research that showed him the concept
worked.

He

has become quite pleased with the work.

He

has delegated

responsibility to teams of teachers and they appear to be getting the
work done.
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'ltlere was an unexpected side effect to that weekend.

Prior to

this there had been a lack of cooperation between the two math departments. 'ltle weekend gave the teachers a chance to get to know each
other.

Since then they have been able to work together.
The Polk principal has served on the math task force.

been task oriented and gets the job done.

He has

He has set timelines and

checked to make sure the task force meets them.
'ltle math teachers have been cooperative in all this but they
feel the process has been too long.

His teachers are involved in

extra-curricular activities and the "meetings are killing them." Mr.
Stevens has mixed feelings about this.

He understands his teachers but

feels that the process has forced teachers from both schools to work
together.
'ltle superintendent was directed by the school board to create
uniformity.

He

has been the dominant force behind all the task forces.

'ltle assistant superintendent has had the role of monitoring but not
dominating.
Mr. Taft
Mr. Taft is head of the foreign language department at Polk High
School.

He has held this position for seventeen years.

He teaches

four classes and evaluates the nine teachers in his department.

He is

a member of the union.
Mr. Taft claimed that he has not been very involved in much
curriculum change.

His biggest change has been to implement the new

stated mandated evaluation system.

Polk had been evaluating teachers

in a manner that was different from what the state wanted.
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He

had opposed the new additional year requirement in social

studies because he was afraid it would hurt enrollment in foreign .
language.

Now

he has seen that it has had no effect at all.

Re

stated

that this is probably because of the new emphasis by colleges that high
school students study more foreign languages.
He

was more apprehensive of the English task force.

He was

concerned that it might rec0111Bend four semester classes of English for
all freshmen.
guages.

He knew that would destroy enrollment in foreign lan-

However, the task force settled on two semesters only of ninth

grade English.

He

has now relaxed.

Other "elective" departments have

not.
The two schools in the district have always had similar require-

ments in foreign language and he does not expect any difficulty in
creating the uniform curriculum.
The former principal at Polk was "kicked upstairs." The two
principals in the district had been leading their schools in separate
directions and the superintendent "would not stand for this." The
principal at the other high school was moved to Polk. A new person was
hired at the other school.

one right way to

The new superintendent believes "there is

do things."

Mr. Taft disagreed but claimed he has no

power to do anything about it.
The union has played no role in the changes at all.

It has

gotten department heads relieved of supervisory duty (such as halls,
cafeteria, etc.) but little else.

He does not want the union to push

for having the department heads teach fewer than three classes.

He is

concerned that he might have to resign from the union if that happened.
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If the administration really expected the department heads to be leaders it would move to reduce all the .. extra" duties they have at pr:esent. Actually, the department head is caught in the middle between
teachers and administration.
Mr. Watson
Mr. Watson is head of the science department at Polk High
School.

He has held this position for eighteen years.

He teaches

three classes and evaluates the eighteen teachers in his department.
He is a member of the union.
Mr. Watson is engaged in a complete and thorough revision of the
science curriculum.
to improve.

He viewed this in positive terms as an opportunity

He served on the district steering committee for the

science task force.

He felt that the steering committee has not con-

trolled the process but has guided it.

He stated that there will be no

real change unless the teachers want it and "buy in" to the new curriculum.
He has "reserved judgment" on the new principal.

The superin-

tendent has been "the driving force" behind all the task forces.

He

stated that the superintendent has been in the district for three years
but that "it seems longer."
He stated that the science task force has drained all the energy
from his teachers.

They have had to work mostly after school on their

own time to get the job done.

tional pay.
this fall."

This has been time worked for no addi-

He stated that if it is up to him "we'll be through by
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MIi. underwood

Ms. underwood is head of the English Department at Polk High

School.

She has held this position for four years, but previously was

head of another department at Polk.

She evaluates the eighteen teach-

ers in her department and teaches three classes herself.

She is a

member of the union.
Ms. Underwood has been working with the English task force for

two years.

She became department head·as the school was restructuring

its departments and curriculum.

When she took over as head of the

English department each school in the district, each department at each
school, and each teacher in each department was "doing his own thing."
'!he previous department head in English had not been a leader and
things had been chaotic.

'fflere was no consistency to the program at

all.
Frustrated with that situation, she interviewed for the position
of department head.

In the interview she stated that if she wre hired

she would move illllllediately to create a consistent English program at
Polk.

Ms. Underwood believes that is why she was hired.

In her first year she created a coadttee to study and reeamend
changes in the freshman curriculum.
teachers of ninth grade English.

She talked individually with all

At this time she was not concerned

with the curriculum at the other high school.

'lbere was no "push" from

the adminstration at that time to create one uniform curriculum

throughout the district.
She tried to get her teachers to "buy in" to the new ninth grade
program.

She had created a committee of the five teachers involved.
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Two

of the five rebelled at being told what to teach.

The assistant

principal sat in on some of their meetings, listened, and "did not.say
one word."

The teachers complained so much that Ms. Underwood proposed

a revision in the curriculum to give teachers some options in what they
would teach.

This was a greater compromise than she had been prepared

to make but it "got the change approved."
she accoq,lished part of her goals.

Thus, during her first year

She stated that she had no help

from the principal and was frustrated with him.

She appointed one of

the ninth grade teachers as coordinator of the team of teachers.

She

tried to get one released period for that person but was not successful.
In her second year as department head the district hired a new
superintendent.

By

October the district had hired a new assistant

superintendent.

'Ihey were both given the mission to bring the two high

schools into uniformity.

Ms. Underwood stated that "the board had

allowed thirty years of drift and now decided to change us overnight."
'!be problem was that as Polk was ready to begin work on its
sophomore curriculum the other high school had not even started.

Ms.

Underwood explained that there are three department heads at each
school in what might be traditionally called English.

There is a

speech department head, a "developmental education" department head,
and an l!:nglish department head.

The superintendent placed the three of

these from each school on a committee to do the work.

The superin-

tendent ordered them to create a uniform curriculum for the ninth and
tenth grades.
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One major problem was that speech had been taught in tenth grade
at one school and ninth grade at the other.

When the committee could

not reach agreement the superintendent stated that speech would be
taught in ninth grade.

Ms. Underwood then abandoned her plans to work

on the tenth grade curriculum and devoted her time to again working on
the ninth grade curriculum.
'!be structure, philosophy, and methods of the two high schools

were so different that reaching a consensus was very difficult.

'!his

"opened the way" for the superintendent to make some "arbitrary" decisions.
In her third year as department head, Ms. underwood continued to
work with the other five department heads on the English task force.
They "fought" through October before finally taking a reconmendation to
the superintendent.

'!be superintendent turned down their proposal,

inserted his, and took it to the board.
posal.

The board approved his pro-

'Ibis past year the new English curriculum was instituted.

The

board never consulted any of the department heads who worked on the
task force.
Given the superintendent's plan, the six department heads fought
over how to implement it.
ings.

One of the heads just quit coming to meet-

They sul::mitted a proposed change in the reading program but it

was turned down by the superintendent.

Department heads were not even

informed of this until sunmer.
In January, 1987, the principal from the second school was
transferred to Polk.

The teachers at both buildings took this as a

sign that the superintendent "meant business."

Teachers at Polk have
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been hostile to the new principal.

Principals now chair the task

forces, whereas in the past they had not even been involved.

It ~ght

have been better to have had them involved from the beginning.

Ms.

Underwood has sympathy for the other departments engaged in task force
work.

She is "winding down" her task force, but wonders if it "will

really ever end."
In agaary, department heads at Polk have resented and opposed
change handed down from the state of Illinois and from the superintendent's office.

Superintendents prior to the present one had allowed

each school and department in the district a large degree of autonomy.
This has been replaced by a strong drive toward uniformity.
tment heads have not openly opposed this.

The depar-

They perceive the superin-

tendent as having the power of the school board behind him and as being
willing to use his power to "get things done."

They complain of fati-

gue and frustration at the changes which they must unhappily implement.

CHAPTER IV

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

This study has concentrated on strategies utilized by high
school department heads in initiating or iq,lementing change.

Focus

was on the heads of the math, science, English, social studies and
foreign language departments in high schools in the Chicago metropolitan area.

Each high school studied had an enrollment greater than

2,000 students and had department heads in each of the five areas.
Further, each principal granted permission to interview each of the
department heads.
Questions guiding this study were:
1)

Have department heads developed and utilized strategies to
initiate or iq,lement change?

2) Are most successful change efforts those in which the
department head has the definite support of the building
principal?
3)

Do

department heads tend to view minor change efforts as

more successful than major change efforts? A minor change
effort could be considered changing the shades in a classroom; a major change could be adopting team teaching or a
different teaching style.

Do

department heads tend to

concentrate on changing "minor" things at the sake of
"major" things'?
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For this study department heads in nine high schools in the
suburbs of Chicago were interviewed.

Of the total, nine were head of

the foreign language department, nine were head of the science department, six were head of the social studies department, seven were head
of the math department, and seven were head of the English department.
'!here were a total of thirty-eight interviews.
The average length of service in the position of department head
was more than twelve year~ in foreign language.

The range in foreign

language was from as short as one year in the position to as long as
twenty-two years.

In science, the average length of service as depart-

ment head was seventeen years, with the shortest term five years and
the longest term twenty-one years.

In social studies the average

length of service as department head was fourteen years, with the
shortest term one year and the longest term twenty-one years.

In math

the average term of service was twelve years, with the shortest term
three years and the longest twenty-one.

In English the average term

was nine years, with the shortest term three years and the longest term
twenty-one years.

The average term as department head for all depart-

ments considered was more than thirteen years.

Persons interviewed

were experienced as both teachers and department heads. All but one
had been teachers in their present school prior to becoming the department head.

Most had had enough time in their school to have gained an

understanding of the school, its people, and its policies.
1.

Years of Service

As

Department Head.)

(See Table

Table 1
Years of Service as Department Bead

Department

ScnooJ.
W&shinoton

Adams

Jetterson

Pllld1801l

llonroe

\WI Buren

JaCk101l

Tvler

Polk

-

7

16

3

9

21

4

-

4

Social•
Studies

1

9

14

21

-

-

16

-

15

Math

-

15

21

3

2

19

16

-

13

Science

5

11

18

20

19

14

16

21

18

Foreign
Lancruaae

15

16

22

1

9

15

18

1

17

En<rliah

....

tJ
0
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Department heads studied supervised from as few as six teachers
to as many as thirty-three teachers •. The average number of teache~s
supervised by foreign language heads was nine, with the range being
from six to thirteen.

The average number of teachers supervised by

science department heads was seventeen, with a range from twelve to
twenty-six.
ies

heads

The average number of teachers supervised by social stud-

was thirteen, with a range of eleven to seventeen.

The

average number of teachers supervised by math heads was seventeen, with
a range from sixteen to nineteen.

The average number of teachers

supervised by English heads was twenty-six, with a range from eighteen
to thirty-three.

'!be average number of teachers supervised for all

department heads was sixteen.

These department heads in the high

schools studied supervise as many teachers as do many suburban elementary school principals.

supervision by itself takes up much of the

time of the high school department head.

Traditional duties such as

budgeting, coordinating, and teaching take up much time also.
Table 2.

Number of Teachers SUpervised By Department Heads.)

(See

Table 2
Number Of Teachers SUperviaed by Department Beads

Department

.

'I

wa.... ~...--on

Mau

Jetter80Jl

Enalish

-

24

Social
Studies

11

Mdl.8011

Monroe

van Buren

Jackson

26

28

30

24

33

11

14

14

-

-

-

16

19

16

17

Science

16

14

17

16

Foreign

9

7

11

6

Math

Lanauaae

Tyler

Polk

18

17

-

18

17

-

17

12

26

17

15

18

1

11

13

8

9

12
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Department heads studied taught as few as one class or as many
as four classes.
ly 2.6 classes.

The average number of classes taught was approximateIn foreign language the average was 3.6; four taught

three classes and five taught four classes.

In science the average

number of classes taught was 2.8; one science department head taught
one class, one taught two classes, six taught three classes, and one
taught four classes.

In social studies the average number of classes

taught by the department head was 3.1; one taught only one class; four
taught three classes, and one taught four classes.

ror math department

heads the average number of classes taught was 2.6; one person taught
one class, two taught two classes, three taught three classes, and one
taught four classes.

English department heads taught an average of 2.1

classes; two taught one class, two taught two classes, and four taught
three classes.

Most of the department heads studied had a significant

teaching responsibility in addition to their supervision and management
responsibilities.
ment Heads. )

(See Table 3.

Number of Classes Taught By Depart-

Table 3
Number Of Classes Taught

By

Department Heads

,

Department
lfashincrton

11...t-..

Jetterson

Madison

Monroe

Van Buren

Jackson

Tvler

Polk

3

1

-

3

1

-

3

Bnolish

-

2

3

3

1

Social
Studies

3

3

3

4

-

Math

-

3

3

4

3

2

1

-

2

Science

2

3

3

4

3

3

1

3

3

Foreign

3

4

4

3

4

3

3

4

4

Lanauaae
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Of the thirty-eight department heads studied, thirty-three
evaluated the teachers under their supervision.

Most said that they

had to observe each teacher two or three times as well as hold preobservation and post-observation conferences for each observation.
Evaluation procedures have been time consuming for all department heads
charged with that responsibility.

In the single school where depart-

ment heads did not carry out teacher evaluation, there were four assistant principals charged with the responsibility.
Each of the nine schools had an active teachers' association or
union.

Seven school districts had collective bargaining agreements

permitting department heads to join and be represented by the bargaining unit.

'I'hirty of the thirty-eight department heads had the option

of joining the collective bargaining unit, and of those thirty-eight
all but one have joined and are represented by the teachers' "union."
Those department heads in schools where they were not allowed to join
the teachers' union taught fewer classes than did the majority of
department heads in the study. At Washington and Jackson, where the
department head was not allowed to join the teachers' union, the head
of the foreign language department taught three classes.
for all foreign language heads studied was 3.6 classes.

'lbe average

The science

department head at Washington taught two classes and the science department head at Jackson taught one class.

The average for all science

department heads studied was 2.8 classes taught.

The social studies

department head at Washington High School taught one class and had two
periods of additional assignment; the social studies department head at
Jackson taught one class.

The average for all social studies depart-
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ment heads $tudied was 3 .1 classes.

The English and mth deparaant

heads at Washington were not interviewed, but the English and •th

department heads at Jackson taught only one class each.

The average

for all English department heads was 1.8 classes; the average for all
math department heads was 2.6 classes.

Table 4
Average Number of Classes Taught By Department Heads At Schools Where
Department Heads Could Not Join '!'he Teacher union Cc,mpared To Classes
Taught By Department Heads At All Schools
Average _,___ r of Classes
Taught By Department Beads
At Schools Where '11\ey Could
Not Join 'Ihe Teacher union

Average NUlltler Of Classes
Taught By Department Heads
At All Schools

English

1

English

1.8

Social Studies

2

Social Studies

3.1

Math

1

Math

2.6

Science

1.5

Science

2.8

roreicm Lanauaae

3

roreian

3.6

t,anm••-

Seventy-one percent of the department heads were male; twentynine percent of the department heads were female.

The social studies

and math positions in all schools were held by males.

Males held eight

out of nine positions in science, five out of nine in English, and
three out of nine positions in foreign language. As a group, males had
held the position of department head longer than had females.

Analysis

of the data indicates that in the Chicago suburban area 1110st department
heads are male, have 1110re than thirteen years of experience in the
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position, supervise an average of sixteen teachers, teach approximately
three classes, evaluate teachers, and are members of the teachers'
union.

The data suggest that lack of time might be one constraint upon

department heads becoming more effective at initiating or implementing
change.

Department heads have so many teachers to evaluate and super-

vise that this takes much time that could be used for change.
Types of Change Attempted by Department Heads
Department heads were involved in initiating or implementing
different types of change at all nine high schools.

These changes are

grouped under the categories of curriculum, interpersonal relations,
instruction, facilities, and "other." Most attempted changes occurred
in the area of curriculum, with fewest attempted changes in the area of
facilities.
There were thirty-eight efforts at change in curriculum (see
Table 5), two attempts at change in the area of interpersonal relations
(see Table 6), sixteen attempted changes in the area of instruction
(see Table 7), five atteJll)ted change/in the area of facilities (see

Table 8), and nine attempted changes outside the previously listed
categories (see Table 9).
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Table 5
Attempts Made By Department Heads to Change the Curriculum
SCHOOL

ATTEMPTl!:D CHANGE

Washington

Course addition
Textbooks
Course addition
Tracking
Course addition
Reading program
Textbooks

Course objectives
Textbooks
Course addition
Jefferson

Course addition
Law class
Course objectives
Course addition
Textbooks
Course objectives

Madison

Course
Course
Course
Course
Course

Monroe

Final exams
Course addition
Credits
Course objectives

van Buren

Levels
Writing lab
Semester electives
Enrichment program
Sequencing

Jackson

Course addition
Consistency in curriculum
New math program
Consistency in curriculum

Polk

Course
Course
Course
Course

addition
objectives
addition
addition
addition

objectives
objectives
objectives
objectives
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Table 6
Attempts At Change In Interpersonal Relations
SCHOOL

ATTEMPTED CHANGE

Washington

Build trust
Improve communication

Tyler

Increase teacher participation

Table 7
Attempts at Changing Instruction
SCHOOL

ATTEMPTED CHANGE

Washington

Peer coaching
Class visitation

Adams

use of calculators

Jefferson

Teacher evaluation
Use of computers

/

Madison

Improve teaching
Remove poor teachers

Monroe

Improve teaching

Van Buren

In-service for teachers
Creation of "lead teachers"

Jackson

"Creation of a teacher"
"Creation of a teacher"

Tyler

Teacher use of technology
New teachers
Dismiss a teacher

Polk

Teacher evaluation
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Table 8

Attempts At Changing Facilities
SCHOOL

ATTEMPTED CHANGE

Washington

Upgrade science facilities

Madison

Change rooms

Monroe

Display case
COlllpllters in lab

Jackson

Lab

Table 9
Other Attempts At Change
SCHOOL

washington

Improve ACT scores
Theme readers
Math team

Madison

Teachers organization

Monroe

Math team

Van Buren

Combining departments
Exchange program

Tyler

Increased funding
AIDS

Analysis of Strategies Utilized by Department Heads
Schools are political as well as educational institutions.
Department heads who were most successful in initiating change understood this.

They were politically astute, understood the power struc-

ture, and knew how to utilize and manipulate the system.

No

department
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head had actually taken time to consciously develop an
strategy for achieving change.

advanced

plan or

Some department heads had a higher

level of political efficacy than others, but most used their experience
in the school and knowledge of district politics to gain an intuitive
"feel" as to the best way to proceed.
Department heads used a variety of strategies in attempting
curricular change.

Those efforts that were most successful were based

upon knowledge of the "politics" of the system and an ability to get
the support of those persons with power.

Department heads successful

in changing the curriculum used manipulation, personal friendships, and
any way they could to get that support from those above them in the
hierarchy.

'!'hose department heads who were less politically astute

have, with few exceptions, been less successful in gaining favorable
curriculum change.
In attempting to gain an additional course added to the science
department, the department head at Washington High School used a logical, data gathering, and data presentation strategy.

She earned the

support of the building principal but could not convince the other two
high schools of the need.

The assistant superintendent insisted that

all three high schools in the district offer the same curriculum, and
since all three high schools could not reach agreement, he denied her
request.

Therefore, she should have developed a strategy that would

have built consensus on the issue prior to submitting it to the assistant superintendent.
A more successful change effort was initiated by Mr. Evans at
Adams High School.

He wanted to change textbooks used in the science
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I

department.

He required his teachers to participate, kept camaunica-

tion open with the department head and teachers at the other high
school in the district, and reached consensus on the change prior to
submitting it to the central office.
new textbook.

The superintendent approved the

The science head at Adams demonstrated knowledge and

understanding of the politics of change.

He knew that he had a better

chance of successful change if he convinced others of its desirability
prior to submitting it to the central office.
Ms. Ford, at the same high school, has been less successful in

gaining curriculum change which she has initiated.

She and her teach-

ers gathered data to justify a change in the sequencing of English
classes.

She convinced the principal, but before she could submit her

proposal to the central office the district hired a

new

superintendent.

He insisted that both high schools have the same curriculum and seqt.1ence.
proposal.

When the other high school resisted the change he denied her
She had not discussed her proposal with either the other

school or the superintendent before sutnitting it.
change the reading progr• at Adams.

She also wanted to

Her teachers did a lot of re-

search to gather data in support of change.

She submitted it to the

superintendent who denied it and instituted his own plan.

Ms. Ford

used the same strategy in attempting to gain theme readers for English

teachers.

The superintendent again turned down her proposal and imple-

mented his own.

Ms. Ford might have achieved greater success had she

worked for consensus prior to submitting her proposals. Also, she
should have had discussions with the superintendent and those around
him prior to formally submitting her request for change.

Her efforts
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also demonstrate the weakness of the rational, logical approach to
change.

To

her, the changes we re reasonable; to the superintendent

they were not.
The social studies department head at Adams had been unsuccessful ten years ago in gaining an additional requirement in social studies.

He waited for the "right time" to try again.

He felt that last

year was the right time because the mood of the country had changed.
He felt that the philosophy of President Reagan's administration, the

"back-to-basics" movement, and the new state of Illinois mandates in
education created the proper climate for renewed efforts on his part.
He

discussed his proposal with the building principal and the depart-

ment head at the other school.
superintendent.
was approved.

He

They then conferred with the assistant

made his official propoql and the new requirement

His efforts demonstrate sophisticated knowledge of the

politic& of change.
The foreign language head at Adams has been successful in gaining minor changes because, he stated, he originally hired the current
principal as a teacher many years ago.

He

knows that the informal

network can be more significant than the hierarchical structure.
The single biggest impediment to curriculum change initiated by
department

heads

at Jefferson High School has been the district cur-

riculum conmittees.

There are five high schools in the district and

each school is represented on a subject matter conmittee by the principal aµd department head.
and

chairman.

The assistant superintendent is a member
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Mr. Lane learned that logic and reason might not be the best
strategy to use in his district.

One of the other high schools~

proposed that the district create new advanced placement classes in
biology and chemistry.

Mr. Lane opposed this departure from tradition

and "got on the phone to whisper in the ear" of COlllllittee members.

When the conmittee vote was taken his was the only negative vote on the
biology class, and even he voted for the chemistry class.

Coaamity

and public opinion, and the spirit of the times can be powerful incen-

tives for change.
'!be foreign language head at Jefferson demonstrated political

insight when she said that consensus building is the best strategy for
her to use.

If all five department heads can agree on any issue they

need to convince only one principal to get it approved.
The •th department head at Jefferson stated that "you have to

play the political game and try to psych out the assistant superintendent."

He

stated that the canittee structure had made it difficult

to change the system from the bottom-up and that teachers have to

realize this.

Moat change has been handed down from the superintendent

and he has had to implement it.

Change within one building has been

possible and he has made a "conscious effort" to be certain the principal supports him.
Mr. Niven, in social studies at Jefferson, was able to get his
•jor changes approved before the district began its "new drive for
uniformity."

He viewed the power structure differently than did the

other department heads at Jefferson.

He believed that the principals

held the real power and resisted curriculum change through "under-
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handed" methods.

He held to this position despite admitting that five

department heads and just one administrator could get change accomplished.

He refused to view the political nature of change in a real-

istic manner, and is probably not successful in changing things today.
At Madison High School department heads have little power in
initiating curriculum change.

They understand these constraints and

have tried to "sell" change and manipulate the system as much as possible.

There is a pervasive attitude at Madison that the only sig-

nificant change comes from the superintendent's office.
Mr. Peterson, at Madison, has overcome the resistance of other
departments to get an additional social studies course added to graduation requirements.

He

and the social studies heads at the other two

high schools in the district met, talked, and designed a detailed plan.
They then met with the assistant superintendent who "bought" their
plan.

That person then "educated" the school board.

The board not

only approved the proposed addition of one class, but approved funding
for teachers from other departments to take graduate classes in social
studies to be offered in the district.

The purpose of those classes

was to get teachers recertified to teach social studies.

other depart-

ments opposed this chance for teachers to become re-certified, but in
the winter of 1988 there were forty teachers enrolled in the classes.
Mr. Peterson claimed that he did not "play politics" with this change
and that the superintendent has told him the central office wants to

use the change process utilized by social studies as the model for
other departments to follow.

Mr. Peterson has seen the success of
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change when agreement is reached with other department heads prior to
sul:lnitting a proposal to the central office.
'lbe science head at Madison used "salesmanship' to get a reduction in the number of required semesters of science.

This change was

approved because other departments at his school and the other schools
were very willing to support such a proposal.

Teachers in these de-

partments understood that fewer students taking science classes could
mean more students taking their classes; thus, there would be more job
security.
Mr. 'Ibomas of math stated that it is difficult to get approval
for changes initiated at any one school.

Each of the three high

schools in the district serves such a different population that it has
been hard to reach consensus.

Even the department heads have difficul-

ty agreeing on the math curriculum.
'lbe English department head has initiated very few changes
because she feels she lacks the power to see them coq,leted.

'ltle

department head has had the power to evaluate teachers transferred to
the assistant principals.

to iaplement it.

Most change is now handed down and she has

'Ibis reinforces the idea that teacher evaluation is

one of the more illl'JOrtant instruments for change.

It gives the evalua-

tor a powerful tool to utilize in implementing change.
At Monroe High School department heads understand the politics
of power and have used this knowledge to gain curriculum change.

The

principal has not been active in the area of curriculum, and has
neither supported nor opposed changes.
have been much more involved.

Central office administrators

This is true not just at Monroe, but at
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other high .schools. Where building administrators do not become involved, politically astute department heads work with persons in the
central office.
Mr. Yount, a new department head at Monroe, wanted to change the
final exam structure in math.

He "acted as a change agent" within the

department and told the teachers how the new system must be done.

'l'his

change was not important to the teachers and Mr. Yount was able to get
immediate action.
The English department head at Monroe has initiated changes such

as adding critical thinking skills to all levels of English, development of a literary magazine, developnent of an arts week celebration,
and the

creation of a writing center.

She has used a variety of strat-

egies - in-service education, CORlllittee work, modeling, and encourage-

ment.

But she has used power when she needed it.

She told one teacher

who opposed one of her proposals that he "simply JIIUSt do it."

She

stated that she enforces the teaching of any curriculum change through
the evaluation system.

microcomputers.

She bad to be "pushy" to get teachers to use

She stated that the principal always approves the

changes but has not participated in making sure that they are really
iq:,lemented.

She stated that "I operate alone" in that area.

very assertive and gets things done at a cost.
cooperative.

She is

Her teachers are not

other department heads do not like her style and do not

cooperate with her.
Ms. Villard has good insight into curriculum change at Monroe
High School.

She wanted to grant credit for students who demonstrated

proficiency in a foreign language without actually taking the course.
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She went to the assistant superintendent, convinced him, and "he fought
my battles for me."

Ms. Villard' s success is an example of how a

department head who knows the politics of the system, is assertive, and
is willing to spend the time required, can achieve change.
Mr. Unger wanted to create a college prep biology class for
freshmen only.

He stated that the principal is a "nice guy" but does

not get involved in curriculum.

He knew that he had to bypass the

building administration and deal with the assistant superintendent.

He

did not worry about the superintendent, who was a former business
manager and did not get involved in curriculum either.

He knew that he

would not be able to get the new course approved this year because the
teachers at the other high school in the district were skeptical.

He

convinced the assistant superintendent to allow him to "pilot" the
class this year.

He

hopes that the success of this class will convince

the teachers at the other school.

If both schools support the proposal

the assistant superintendent will ask the school board to make it a
requirement.

Mr. Unger simply bypassed the Monroe principal and worked

with central office personnel.
one high school this was a

In fact, in districts with 1110re than

C0111110ll

strategy.

Department heads 1110st

successful in change efforts understood the need for uniformity, identified the proper person at the central office, and worked diligently
for that person's support.
Department heads at Van Buren have combined power with reason
and manipulation to effectively change the curriculum at that school.

They are aware of the difficulty of getting both schools in the district to agree to a uniform curriculum, but understand how to get
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support when it is needed •. Department heads at this school have learned from past failures at change and have confidence that they can
successfully initiate change when it is needed.
Mr. Allen, in science, argued that the department head at Van
Buren has to "sell" his ideas to others, but that all department heads
have been active in the change process.

He has utilized patience and

reason in trying to add an additional "track" or level in science. He,
his teachers, and the department at the district's other high achool
have met

to discuss this.

Mr. Allen wanted to iffl)letaent the change

next year but the other school felt it needed one more year to be
ready.

'l'hey

talked it over with the assistant superintendent and

agreed both schools W0Uld be implementing an additional tracking plan
within the next two years.
Mr. Baker lobbied with the assi111tant superintendent to achieve
in-service ti• for teachers at van Buren.

He had tried the sa.

strategy in the past with a different assistant superintendent but to
no

avail.

'!be

new assistant superintendent was willing to consider the

idea and even suggested 1110re days than he proposed.

They set up the

in-service days but they have had to be used to take care of recent
state mandates on curricul\lll.

Mr. Baker also wanted to create a writ-

ing lab in the department.

convinced the assistant principal by

He

showing him how other schools had used the lab concept to improve
student writing.

He was able to get a lab for part of the day last

year and will have one for the entire day next year.

Teachers had

resisted sending students to the lab for they were "afraid" that other
teachers W0Uld be able to judge their teaching skills.

He had the
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support of the assistant principal for instruction, and the teachers
have begun to feel less threatened by the lab.

He found non-tenured

teachers to be less threatened and more cooperative than tenured teachers.

He has used the strategy of gaining the support of those higher

in the organization, working with a few teachers willing to take a
risk, and allowing others time to see the benefits of the change.
Ms. Crown used the North Central Evaluation report on her school

to help her change the foreign language department at van Buren.

She

stated that the North Central report "is a great instrument for
change." She had been trying for years to get an enrichment program in
Spanish with no success.

The North Central study reconmended enrich-

ment and she has used this as "anmunition." This appears to be a
strategy that any department head could use at any school.

North

Central Association reports and recommendations provide, as Ms. Crown
states, important "ammunition."
Another strategy involved the assistant superintendent.
had been bored in Spanish.

Her son

Ms. Crown convinced her that an enrichment

program was just what her son needed.

She got her enrichment program.

She stated that in any change effort "you've got to find the key person
and

plan together."

She was able to utilize the self-interest of

others to achieve changes that she desired.
Mr. Dunn, math department head at van Buren, stated that most
changes there are initiated by teachers and department heads.

He has

not had to have the approval of the principal for curriculum change,
but has kept him informed.

He has worked with the department head at

the other school in the district and then with the assistant superin-
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tendent. Actually, Mr.
change at Van Buren.

Dunn

is probably incorrect in his assessment of

No other department head mentioned any change

initiated by teachers.

However, his strategy of working with the other

math department head and the assistant superintendent has been successful.

"Department heads" at Jackson High School might be a misnomer.
'lhey do not fit the traditional definition of department head, nor do
they view themselves as such.

Individuals in those positions at this

school are called Instructional supervisors.

'l.11ey view themselves as

the principal has called them - "mini-principals." 'lhey have tremendous confidence in themselves as change initiators and facilitators.
'lhey are proud professionals and consider themselves as much a part of
the administration as a part of the teaching staff.

Prior to a strike

in 1972 department heads at Jackson were members of the teachers'
union.

After that time their role was re-classified, they were given

DK>re authority, and were not allowed to join the union.

At many

schools department heads do not view themselves as having power. At
Jackson High School the "instructional supervisors" view themselves as
powerful.

'lhis is due in large part to the high expectations held for

them by the building principal, and his C011111lUilication of these expectations to them.
'11lese supervisors used a variety of strategies, some more successful than others.

Mr. Fischer, head of the foreign language depart-

ment, stated that he moves slowly in initiating change.

He attends

professional meetings and brings back ideas to share with teachers.
"works things in slowly, trying to reach consensus." He has imposed

He
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few if any curriculum changes on his teachers.

In fact, the teachers

vote on any change in the curriculum and they had adopted several to
which he had been opposed.

His philosophy and personality have led him

to use this strategy because he "has the power to impose change."
Mr. Gable said most changes in the science curriculum are initiated by the teachers at Jackson.

They do not have to have an iden-

tical curriculum with the other high school in the district.

Due

to

this level of semi-autonomy he does not have to meet with his counterpart at the other high school.

He utilizes a subject matter team to

coordinate course content and teaching.

Re has appointed lead teachers

for each subject in the department and has held them responsible for
conduct in that area as a "mini-supervisor." Re has been pleased with
the science curriculum and said that most changes have occurred slowly

over time.

This ability to create a program just for Jackson, without

concern for the other high school in the district, when combined with
the confidence and self-perception of the department heads, empowers
these people to be creative and play an active role in change.
The teachers in social studies also worked as teams.

Mr. Hen-

derson has viewed his role in curriculum change as that of a "gofer."
He stated this to mean that he goes for materials and resources to help

his teachers do their jobs.

He serves as a member of the teams to help

them reach consensus on consistency as well as to monitor what is going
on in his department.
authority.

He has given team leaders responsibility and

He said that change occurs slowly and naturally and has not

been imposed.

He stated that he "tried to be a dictator at first but

did not like it."

He

"popped a valium even for department meetings."
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He learned from unsuccessful change efforts and has changed his strategies accordingly.
Mr. Jones has been active in the University of Chicago Math
Project, even writing a textbook which is used at Jackson.

He has been

working with teachers to get them to use modern technology in teaching
math.

He

has modeled the new curriculum, achieved released time for

teachers to work on curriculum, procured money for materials, etc.

'!he

administration at all levels has been supportive of change, and his
department has changed all its textbooks within the past five years.
He felt that the expectation of the principal and superintendent that
the instructional supervisors be leaders has allowed him the power to
run his department in a professional manner.

Actually, it is his

perception that he is expected to be a leader, that encourages him to
perform such a role.
Department heads at Polk High School have not been successful in
initiating many changes in recent years. A new superintendent in the
district has mandated that the curriculum at both high schools in the
district be "tightly uniform." As a result the department heads have
been busy in implementing curriculum change dictated by others in the
system.

Polk High School is in a situation almost the reverse of that

at Jackson.

'!be requirement for uniformity throughout the district

reduces an individual department head's power to achieve changes that
he or she individually desires.

The need for uniformity requires

CORl)romise and gives central office staff more power.
In SUIIIIElry, department heads who understood the political system
and were politically skillful had more success in achieving curriculum
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changes which they initiated.
district.

'11lere were differences by school and

In those districts where curriculum had to be uniform at all

schools, the department head had a much more difficult time in changing
the curriculum.

Examples of this are Polk, Madison, and Jefferson.

In

a school such as Jackson, where schools are more auton0110Us, curriculum
change is easier.
As

perceived by department heads, the role of the principal in

curriculum changes initiated by the department head has tended to be
minimal.

For example, department heads at Adams and Monroe bypass the

building principal and work with administrators in the central office.
Department heads at Polk perceive the building principal as involved
through the requirements of the superintendent.

Yet, department heads

at Jackson view the principal as supportive and knowledgeable of curriculum.
'lbe key administrator in curriculum change at most schools is
the central office assistant superintendent.

If department heads were

able to gain his or her support they were D1Jch m:>re successful in
achieving their proposed change. Department heads at Van Buren have
worked to get the assistant superintendent for curriculum to support
their change efforts. When the assistant superintendent has done so,
most efforts have been successful. At Adams, department heads who have
had success at change have learned that the assistant superintendent
for curriculum is the critical administrator. When there is a requirement of uniformity throughout the district's schools, central office
personnel become more important in the change process for individual
departments than when there is no requirement for uniformity.

For
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example, department heads at Jackson were less concerned with "selling"
to the central office than were department heads at any other school.
Department heads who met with their counterparts at other
schools in the district to try to reach a level of consensus prior to
sul::nitting a proposed change tended to be successful.

The math heads

at Polk and Jefferson were especially skilled at doing this.

However,

mst department heads were not so successful in reaching consensus in
all district high schools prior to suhnitting a formal proposal to the
district office. At Jackson the department heads did not even consider
the other school, but worked almost independently.
Department heads who utilized the strategy of logic and reason
were seldom successful in achieving their goals.

The science depart-

ment head at Washington stated that she had learned this lesson the
hard way, when her request for improved facilities was denied.

She had

expected the logic of her argument to carry the day and was surprised
when it did not.

The science head at Madison learned the same lesson

when he tried to get a new course.

He discovered that what he con-

sidered reasonable, others saw as a problem.

There were very few

situations where logic and reason, used alone, were successful.
The strategy of consensus building was much more successful.

Thus,

department heads who built a base of support at the department level,
consulted with their counterparts at other schools in the district, met
with the central office administrators, and understood the power structure in the district were much more successful in achieving changes
which they initiated.

For example, Mr. Grant at Adams used this ap-

proach to get an additional class added to the social studies require-
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ments.

Ms. Harris, at the same high school, did not try to build a

consensus and was not successful in her attempt to change the English
curriculum. At Jefferson High school, where there are four other high
schools in the district, consensus building is essential.

Mr. Mills,

in math, has always worked at insuring that all math department heads
perceive changes in the same way.
with them to gain agreement.

He even meets on Friday evenings

Mr. Lane has not concentrated on creating

consensus among the district department heads in science.

He

has not

been so successful in achieving changes he proposes.
Strategies Utilized in "Implementing" curriculum Change
Much curriculum change has not been initiated by the department
head.

Rather, it has been mandated by the state legislature, the

school board, or the superintendent's office. When proposed change has
been handed down from above, the department head has been more successful in implementing change.
occur.

He or she knows that the change rust

Many of the changes have not been liked by the department heads

but they have implemented them.

Most of the resistance to these "top-

down" changes has come from teachers.

This has created a challenge and

a frustration for department heads who have felt "caught in the middle."

In many cases the change itself has been modified informally.

Department heads were concerned that mandated change would not be fully
implemented by teachers.
All department heads were in the process of implementing changes
mandated by the state legislature.

These included writing objectives

and assessment items throughout the curriculum.

Department heads and

teachers resented the time and effort involved, but understood that it
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must be done.

The

state mandates have been passed on to the deparbnent

level with the approval of the school board, the superintendent, and
the building principal.
ment them.

Department heads have no choice but to imple-

These state mandates are an excellent example of "top-down"

change initiated outside the school itself, utilizing power to implement.

Department heads have no choice but to implement the changes.

However, they do so without enthusiasm and the state of Illinois will

need to be vigilant to assure that its mandates are actually enforced.
Sane

astute department heads have used these state mandates as

opportunities to push for additional courses in their area.

For ex-

ample, the social studies head at Adams High School has utilized the
"spirit of the times" as well as state mandates to add an additional
required course in his department.

Mr. Peterson, at Madison, has used

the new mandates to get the superintendent and school board to approve
a new class in social studies.
energy needed.

Others have c~lained of the time and

They have stated that implementing these changes has

robbed them of the time needed to handle their department head responsibilities as well as their time to plan for teaching.

At those

schools where the central office has required a uniform curriculum this
process has been especially painful.

Department heads and teachers

alike have argued that it has been too demanding.
work grudgingly.
base

They have done the

However, department heads have operated from a power

in that they have told teachers that the state, board, and super-

intendent required the change.

Department heads understood that those

above them will support them in requiring teachers to "do the job."
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At one high school, Polk, change has been mandated by the superintendent.

The department heads have not been pleased and are im-

plementing the change grudgingly.

The superintendent is new and wanted

to create a uniformity between the two high schools in the district.
This emphasis on uniformity is a major change, because the two high
schools have been "drifting their

own

separate ways for longer than

twenty years." Mr. watson, science department head, stated that the
new superintendent has been in the district only a short time, but that

it seemed longer. Departments had a set curriculum and had become
comfortable in not having to worry about what the other school was
doing.
Ms. underwood, English head at Polk, explained the frustration

she has encountered trying to implement the superintendent's plan.

She

became department head four years ago, before the drive for creating
uniformity was initiated fran the superintendent's office.

She saw a

lack of consistency in the English program at Polk, and made it her
goal to bring

SOl'lle

"order out of the chaos that was Polk."

In her

first year she created a caamittee to study and recOlllllend changes in
the freshman English program.

There was no effort at coordinating

change with the other high school because the administration did not

seem concerned with doing that.
own

She had to overcome resistance at her

school, as teachers did not like being told what content and se-

quence they would have to teach.

but did not participate.

At one meeting the principal attended

Teachers were so opposed to the recamiended

freshman curriculum that she had to make some changes in it to get them
to "buy in."
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She was working on the sophomore curriculum when the district
hired a new superintendent.

He then "brought in" a new assistant

superintendent who shared his philosophy.

These two were given the

mission by the board to create uniformity throughout the district.

Ms.

Underwood felt that their plan of implementation has been a mistake.
She said that "the board had let us drift for thirty years and was now
trying to change us overnight." Just as Ms. underwood was preparing to
change her sophomore curriculum, the superintendent told her she had to
work with the department at the other high school to create consistency
in the ninth grade curriculUlll.

The structure, philosophy, and methods

of the two schools were so different that trying to reach consensus was
extremely difficult.

She said this "opened the way for the superinten-

dent to llllke s0111e arbitrary decisions."
In her third year as department head she "fought" with the
teachers and department head at the other school until OCtober.

'Ibey

finally developed a proposal and took it to the superintendent.

He

denied it, inserted his own, and took it to the board for approval.
'lbe superintendent even denied their reading plan proposal last year,
without informing the department heads until the middle of the s1.m111er.
He then placed building principals on each of the curricultn coait-

tees.

Ms. Underwood felt they should have been there from the begin-

ning but not added in the middle.

She viewed it as a sign that the

superintendent is not pleased with the work of the cOllllU.ttee.
The math department head at Polk saw the new eq,tiasis on uniformity as both an opportunity and a "pain."

Even though he opposed it at

first he has "seized the opportunity" to get his teachers to cooperate

1S0

with the teachers at the other school.

He achieved this by having all

teachers attend a weekend workshop at a hotel that was paid for by the
central office.

His math teachers have been cooperative but have felt

that it has been a waste of time.
Mr. Robbins, in social studies, stated that prior superintendents had attempted to create a wtiform curriculum but that they "had
been too tired." He suggested that the new superintendent simply tell
teachers what he wanted and that they 'WOUld do it.

His teachers are

tired and are "being killed" by all the meetings.

It has even cheated

the department head of any time for concentrating on his classes.
Problems and attitudes at Polk High School illustrate the difficulty in achieving major change.

The school board brought in a new

superintendent who is using power to create wtiformity.

He has alien-

ated the teaching staff and department heads at Polk, who give grudging
acquiescence.
ity.

He

will have to keep tight control on the new Wliform-

Department heads were part of the old tradition and have lost

power to

rwt

their departments almost autonomously.

They will probably

support the implemented changes only so long as required to do so by
the superintendent.
Ms. Ford, at Adams, saw many of her proposals denied by the

superintendent, who then implemented his own.

She has been upset by

this, but has had no choice but to implement them.

She and her teach-

ers have not been very loyal to the superintendent's plans, have implemented them only partially, and look forward to the day he retires.
Many of the department heads have not liked the new system of
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evaluation mandated by the state.

They had their own system in effect

and have only "halfheartedly" implemented the new one.

In SUlllilry, change in the curriculum "handed down" from above is
usually successful.

However, teachers and department heads have not

been very supportive of such change and have not enthusiastically
implemented it.

Much of the change has been accepted verbally.

Teach-

ers and department heads have complained of being tired and angry at
changes handed down.

As

the social studies department head at 'Washing-

ton said, teachers still go into their classrooms and close the door.
It is probable that the change is altered inside the classroom.
Strategies Utilized in Improving Instruction
Even though the department heads at one school were called
"instructional supervisors," there were few attempts by department
heads at any school to be leaders in the improvement of instruction.
It had been anticipated that department heads, being teachers themselves, might have played a more active role in that area.

However, they

tended to view themselves more as curriculum leaders, department managers, and coordinators.
Several department heads at different schools viewed evaluation
as a tool for implementing the curriculum, but few discussed evaluation
as a method for actually improving the teaching that takes place inside

the classroom.

The English department head at Madison stated that she

is not really expected to be an instructional leader but a curriculum
leader.

She claimed that her lack of power to evaluate teachers has

denied her the tool most needed to improve instruction. At Monroe High
School the math department head, who does evaluate teachers, has used
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this as an opportunity to discuss effective teaching techniques with
individual teachers.
instruction this way.

He

feels that he has indeed improved classroom

'rtle science department head at Jackson has also

used teacher evaluation as a way to improve teaching.

But these are

the exceptions rather than the rule. With the research currently
available, department heads should be knowledgeable as to effective
teaching techniques.

Perhaps staff development activities in this area

would lead to more involvement by department heads inside teacher
classrooms.
At Van Buren the English department head viewed utilization of
the writing lab as one way to improve teaching.

He

stated that teach-

ers were reluctant to send students to the lab for fear that any shortcomings in their teaching might be demonstrated.
At Tyler the science head modeled the use of technology for his
teachers.

He was successful in getting them to use videotape machines,

cameras, and other equipment as part of their teaching techniques.
Mr. Davis, at Adams, worked to get his teachers to use calculators in their math classes.

He piloted a program, found it to be

successful, and required math teachers to use the calculators to i •
prove learning.
At Washington High School the superintendent has implemented
peer coaching as an alternative to evaluation.

Teachers get to choose.

Yet only one department head even mentioned this effort to improve
instruction. At the same school the social studies department head has
trouble in even visiting classrooms.
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In ~ r y , although much has been published in the past decade
on effective teaching techniques, department heads seldom mentioned
improvement of classroom instruction as one of their change activities.
Many may not be aware of the research; many may not feel it is their
responsibility; many may feel that attempting to change teaching will
lead to too much teacher resistance.

In an area so appropriate for the

department head to take a leadership role in the change process, it has
not happened.

Department heads, regardless of title, viewed themselves

as curriculum leaders, department managers, and coordinators.

If there

is leadership for actually improving teaching, it must come from either
the teachers themselves, principals, or central office administrators.
The Role of the Principal and Other Administrators
Department head perceptions of the role of the building principal influence how they attempt change.

If they feel the principal to

be supportive and willing to help them, they work closely with the
principal.

If they perceive the principal to be opposed to or uninter-

ested in the change, they work with other department heads and central
office administrators, bypassing the principal as much as possible.
The role of the building principal in the change process, when
change was initiated by the department head, depended upon the school.
Some principals were heavily involved in departmental change efforts
while others were involved little if any at all.

It is certain that

the principal is critical in creating the "climate" of the school, but
some preferred to remain outside the departmental change process, while
others became heavily involved.

Some principals have expected their

department heads to be leaders and facilitate change; others have not
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expected department heads to be leaders.

In schools where prineipal:1

have not been actively involved in departmental change, most depar~nt
heads who were successful in the change process have worked closely
with someone in the central office.
At Tyler the principal has been actively involved.

He

has

approved and supported such changes as the use of technology in the
classroom, allocating additional money on the basis of need, supporting
a department head in her atteq,t to dismiss a teacher, and working with
the central office in developing a plan to handle publicity regarding a

case of AIDS in one of the departments.
At Jackson the principal has "enp,wered" the department heads by
telling them that they are nmini-prineipals."
practically all change efforts.

He

has supported them in

One department head at this school

said he is "incredible" and that he has a marvelous "crap detector."

Jackson has a degree of autonomy lacking in most high schools that are
•lllbers of a district with more than one high school.

'!'he principal

has supported his departmltnt heads, given them authority as well as
responsibility for the program in their subject area.

In return,

department heads assume leadership roles and are actively involved in
the change process.
At Van Buren the principal has tried to help depart:lllent heads
bec011e more effective in their jobs but has chosen which change efforts

to support, which change efforts to oppose and those on which to remain
neutral.

He supported curriculum changes in science and math, opposed

an in-service proposal by the English department head, and has been
neutral in changes proposed by the foreign language head.

This has had
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a direct impact on how department heads view the role of the principal
in change efforts.
At Monroe the principal has been W'linvolved in change efforts
initiated by the department heads.

He has remained neutral and allowed

the department heads to work directly with the central office.

At this

school department heads have viewed him as "a nice guy" who is lacking
in knowledge about their department.

Department heads have bypassed

him in most change efforts, and worked closely with the assistant
superintendent.
The

principal at Madison has been neutral in most changes in-

itiated by department heads.

He has supported some curriculum revi-

sions, opposed some changes, and stayed out of the process entirely in

most changes.

As

a result, department heads have had to form alliances

with others in the district to achieve successful change efforts.
At Jefferson the principal has been actively involved in departmental change efforts.

His involvement has ranged from supporting the

iq:,lementation of a

evaluation system, to the addition of new

new

courses in several departments.

Perhaps the fact that all five high

schools in the district DUSt have a W'liform curriculum, that principals
111Jst serve on all subject matter district conmittees, and that most
change at Jefferson has been in the area of curriculum, would explain
the active role of the principal at Jefferson.
'!be principal at Adams has not been actively involved in change
proposed or iq:,lemented by department heads.
entire matter.

He has stayed out of the

Department heads have worked with other department
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heads and the central office.

Many feel the principal is not aware of

the real curriculum at Adams.
At Washington the principal has been actively involved in
change.

He has supported the peer coaching plan handed down by the

superintendent, additional courses to be added to the curriculum, and
the effort to improve ACT scores.

He has remained neutral in other

change efforts but the department heads know that he has not opposed
any change they initiated.

They have learned to count on his endorse-

ment of their efforts, or, at least, his implicit acceptance.
At Polk, principals have been required to be active in the
change process.

The principal has served on several task forces de-

signed to create a uniform curriculum throughout the district.

Depart-

ment heads at Polk have appreciated the involvement of the principal in
the change process, and have understood that the real power has been
held by the superintendent.
Administrators other than the building principal have been more
involved in the departmental change process.

They have been active in

change initiated by department heads, change mandated by the state

legislators, or change initiated by the district superintendent.

The

assistant superintendent for curriculum has played an active role,
since most department heads have been more involved in changing the
curriculum than in changing any other area.

Department heads at most

high schools have learned that the assistant superintendent is the key
to changing the curriculum and have tried to work closely with this
person in either initiating or implementing change.
bypass the building principal completely.

In many cases they
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At Tyler, the assistant superintendent has supported all change
efforts initiated by department heads. At Jackson, because the school
has a degree of autonomy, the central office administrators have not
been heavily involved in the change process. At Van Buren the assistant superintendent has been actively involved in the change process.
She has discussed change with the department heads, worked to get the
superintendent and school board to adopt proposals, and worked to get
ftmda · for many change efforts.

At Monroe the assistant superintendent

has played a critical role in the change process.

He has supported

changes initiated by department heads, worked to get extra resources
for departments, argued the proposal before the superintendent and
school board, and worked closely with department heads in implementing
change.

At Madison the central office has tended to be neutral in the

departmental process. It has required a degree of uniformity among the
three high schools in the district, but no one individual has worked
with department heads in initiating or implementing change. As a
result there is continuing conflict among the schools in the district
as to the appropriate curriculum.

At Jefferson the central office has

supported any change effort that has been approved by the district
curriculwn conmittees.

The assistant superintendent heads all the

district curriculum connittees and is perceived as having a great
amount of power over any changes in curriculum. At Adams the central
office has tended to oppose change efforts of all department heads.
'lbe superintendent "is being retired at the end of this year," and
there is hope at Adams that the new superintendent will be more supportive of the change effort.

The person at Adams most involved in the
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change process is the assistant superintendent. At Washington the
central office has been ambivalent in the change process, approving
some as recommended by the principal, disapproving others, and simply
not getting involved in others.

At Polk the central office administra-

tors have been not only involved in the change process, but have taken
the lead.

The superintendent has played the key role here, demanding

that all high schools in the district have a uniform curriculum.

'1he

English department head at Polk said that the new superintendent wants
change and "he has shown us that he means business."
In ana.ary, the role of other administrators in change efforts

initiated by the department head has depended upon the school.

Prin-

cipals have not been directly involved in most curriculum change, but
have chosen to participate fully in selected efforts.

Most department

heads have learned that the assistant superintendent holds much power
in the change process, and have learned to work with that person, especially in districts with more than one high school and where uniformity
is required.

The superintendent has not had a major role in change

initiated by department heads, but has required department heads to
implement change initiated by the school board or the superintendent
hiaself.

Department heads have been actively involved in the change
process.

Those department heads who understand that change is a polit-

ical process, who know the system, who feel that they can create
change, and who are willing to work at it, can be successful in initiating change.

Department heads have no choice in implementing

change handed down from above, but can "interpret" the change so that
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it is implemented purely or so that it is completely different when put
into effect.

The role of department heads depends, in part, upon _their

perception of the principal and his or her interest in becoming involved in departmental change.

Central office administrators hold

power over change, and those department heads who understand this and
"play the system" are successful.

Those who do not understand the

politics of change or are unable to "play the system" are not so successful.

curriculum change has been the most predominant type of

change initiated by department heads.

In districts where there is more

than one high school, change becomes even more colll'licated, and is

highly dependent upon the superintendent or assistant superintendents.
Department heads need to be aware of the politics of change.
They need to develop strategies based upon the reality of the school
(political) system.

'!'hey need to know whom to lobby, whom to bypass,

and when to just accept that some change is beyond their power to

)

achieve.

Department heads who are sophisticated in their knowledge of

the change process have been more successful than those who have assumed that reason and logic are all that is needed.

Most department heads view themselves as teachers first.

This

tendency holds true in high schools where department heads perceive
themselves to have less power and in those high schools where depart•nt heads consider themselves to be more powerful.

The department

head role has been clarified in some schools but has been left unclarified in most.

Department heads allowed to join the teachers'

union identify with the teachers and their loyalty continues to be more
with the teachers than with the principal or superintendent.

'Itlus,
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changes implemented from above the department head - by the principal,
central office, or outside the system - will receive, at best, modest
support from the department head.

Those not members of the teacher

union tend to have more loyalty to the administration, less role ambiguity, and to consider themselves as partial members of the administrative team.
The attitudes and expectations of building and central office
administrators, as perceived by department heads, are a significant
factor in determining the leadership role of the department head in the
change process.

In schools where administrators expect department

heads to be leaders, such as Jackson, the heads view themselves as

leaders.

In schools where administrators consider department heads to

be less active in a leadership role, such as Madison, the department

heads tend to perceive themselves as less powerful.
Department heads perceive a lack of time as the main constraint
upon their ability to lead in the change process.

This perception

occurs regardless of whether the department head teaches four classes
or one class.

The number of classes taught is directly related to the

number of teachers in a department.

The reason for assigning depart-

ment heads fewer or more classes to teach is that the department head
with fewer teachers needs less time for evaluating teachers; the department head with more teachers needs more time for evaluating teachers.

Yet department heads who teach fewer classes have been assigned

additional duties outside the classroom.
ation process more burdensome.

The state has made the evalu-

Most department heads felt that their

teaching has suffered from this lack of time.

They would like to be
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instructional leaders but they perceive themselves as lacking ti•, or
training, to make more than the minimal effort in that role.

Perhaps

lack of time is not so much the problem as placing priorities on their
duties so they can use the time they do have more efficiently.

CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

This study has concentrated on the role of the department head
in the change process and the strategies that person utilizes.

The

focus of the study was on high school department heads in the Chicago,
Illinois metropolitan area.

In-depth interviews were conducted with

English, math, science, social studies, and foreign language department
heads in nine suburban high schools whose enrollment each exceeded two
thousand students.
style.

Data and analysis were presented in narrative

The literature demonstrated that there are many different

models of change and strategies associated with those models.

Analysis

of the data showed that department heads have utilized a variety of
strategies in attempting to initiate or implement change.

It has also

shown that change is not a simple process but a complex one.

The

department head must at times work with teachers, other department
heads, principals, and central office administrators in initiating or
implementing change.

Department heads who are politically aware and

astute have more success in change efforts than are those less astute.
Conclusions
Several conclusions are drawn from the study of the role of the
department head in the change process and the strategies utilized by
that person:
162
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1.

Department heads are involved in the change process.

Some

play a more active leadership role than others.

have

Some

been successful in achieving major changes while others have
been able to accomplish only minor changes.
2. At most high schools department heads perceive themselves as
lacking enough time to play a more significant role in the
change process.

Department heads teach as many as four

classes and have other "management" duties as well.

Often,

those department heads teaching as few as two or three
classes are given additional duties in place of teaching.
3.

Department head perceptions of the expectations held for
them by building and central office administrators influence
their sense of political efficacy. Where department heads
believe expectations to be high they feel more empowered in
the change process. Where they perceive those expectations
to be low, they tend to be less active as change agents or
facilitators, believing they have little if any power to
lead.

4.

Department heads have not received training for fulfilling
the responsibilities of their positions.

'l'tley may have been

excellent teachers but may lack the skills needed in the
role of department head.

These persons can and need to

learn how to perform both the management and leadership
functions of the role.
5.

Department heads concentrate their change efforts in the
area of curriculum.

Most successful changes occur in
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textbook selection, course additions, and in writing objectives.

There is less leadership by department heads in

improving classroom instruction.
6.

Department heads are more successful in implementing change
initiated above them in the hierarchy than in illllementing
changes initiated themselves.

Changes initiated above the .

level of the department head are those mandated by the state
legislature, the school board, the superintendent, or the
building principal.
7.

There is a general lack of role clarity for the department
head.

Most see themselves as teachers first and administra-

tors second.

In some schools the role has been clarified by

taking the power of evaluation away from the department
head.

In those schools the department heads perceive

themselves as teachers only.

In some schools the principal

has connunicated his expectation that department heads are
administrators and leaders.

In others schools the depart-

ment heads have been denied the right to join the teachers'
organization.

In mst schools, however, the role of the

department head has not been clarified.
8. Where department heads view the principal as knowledgeable
and interested in their change efforts, they work with and
through the principal.

In situations where department heads

view the principal as disinterested or lacking knowledge,
they work with other department heads and central office
administrators directly.
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9.

Change is a political process.

Department heads who under-

stand this and are able to view change in this way are
IOOre successful than are those who view change as a rational
and logical process.

Department heads who are IOOre politi-

cally aware and astute have more success at change than do
those lacking in these qualities.
10. Most department heads do not consciously develop strategies
for change.

Instead, they tend to develop strategies

intuitively, based on past experience and knowledge of the
school and district.
Reconmendations
1.

School boards, superintendents, and building principals IIIU&t
provide time-management training or give department heads
more released time in order for them to- effectively function
as leaders.

Providing more released time would be costly

but would permit leadership by the person most knowledgeable
in a particular subject area.
2.

Principals and central office administrators who expect
department heads to be change agents or facilitators IIIUSt
camnmicate those expectations to the department heads.
Department heads who perceive this expectation tend to be
more active in a leadership role.

3.

Department heads 111Ust be given training (staff development)
in performing a leadership role in change.

Most have been

hired "to do the job" and given responsibility with little
if any preparation for fulfilling the role.

With so many
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duties, including teaching, most have to "learn by doing."
Department heads can be effective leaders if properly
selected and trained.
4.

Department heads should look to improvement of instruction
as one of their primary duties.
challenging change process.

Improving teaching is a

Perhaps department heads are

not knowledgeable about the research on effective teaching
or do not perceive it as their responsibility.
5.

Department heads need to become more aware of schools as
political systems.

Those who understand the political

process and develop a base of support have a greater degree
of success in change efforts than do those who do not
understand the political process or the need of a support
base.
6.

Department heads should become familiar with the literature
on change and strategies of change.

'!his would enable them

to develop strategies and tactics for change in advance of
the actual effort itself.

Too many change efforts are

attempted intuitively alone.

Department heads who combine

intuition with previously developed strategies should meet
with more success.
Suggested Questions for Further Study
1.

'!his study concentrated on high school districts.

Do

high

school department heads in unit districts perceive themselves to be more or less effective in creating change?
Does the central office administrator play a different role
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in supporting the department head?

How

does the polities of

change differ when department heads have to work with
elementary and junior high principals rather than with their
counterpart at a different high school?
2.

This study focused on the way department heads perceived
themselves and administrators in the change process.

How do

building administrators perceive the role of the department
head in the change process?

Do

principals expect department

heads to be primarily initiators of change?

Do

they see

them as mainly implementors of change? Or do building
principals view department heads as managers and coordinators?
3. Are department heads familiar with research on effective
teaching strategies and techniques? If so, how do they go
about using their knowledge to improve classroom instruction?
4. What training, if any, is provided for department heads to
increase their effectiveness in all of their responsibilities?
5. What is the relationship between the sense of political
efficacy possessed by department heads and their leadership
style?
6.

Many districts have combined departments into divisions as
enrollment has declined.

Do

division heads view their

role in a different way than do department heads?

Do

these

division heads see themselves as administrators or teachers?
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What strategies are utilized by division heads in the change
process?
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